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Job 1-1
•Job Number & Title: #F-41-R-8 (1)
Kennebec River Monitoring
Job Objective: To monitor the recolonization of anadromous fish species on the Kennebec River
above Augusta following removal of the Edwards Dam
(a) Summary: A total of 50 ichthyoplankton samples were collected at sites in and below the 
Edwards Dam impoundment in 2001. The samples have preserved for future sorting, 
identification, and enumeration.
(b) Target Date: 2003
(c) Status of Progress: On schedule
(d) Significant Deviations: None
(e) Recommendations: Continue as planned
■(f) Cost: §32,633
(g) Data Presentation & Discussion:
Sampling stations for ichthyoplankton studies were established in and below the former Edwards 
Dam impoundment. Twelve sampling sites were established above and thirteen sites below the 
former dam site (Table 1). Surface tows with one-meter plankton nets (800 microns) or stationary 
sets of one-half meter D-shaped plankton nets (1600 microns) were made at each station. 
Sampling was initiated on May 14, 2001 and ended on July 3, 2001. A total of 50 samples were 
collected in 2001 (Table 2). Samples were preserved in formalin. They will be sorted in 2002, 
and fish eggs and larvae will be transferred to alcohol for identification and enumeration.
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Table 1: Description and location of ichthyoplankton sampling sites in the Kennebec River. Sites 
are either above or below the former Edwards Dam.
Site Site Name Site Description
Above/
below
D-1 Second Power Line above Sidney boat launch A
D-2 Two Mile Rapid above Sidney boat launch A
D-3 Sidney Boat Launch Sidney A
D-4 Bacon Rapids below Sidney A
D-5 Babcock Rapids above Augusta A
D-6 Augusta Boat Launch small cove just above dock B
D-8 Hallowell Cement Pier granite pier above downtown Hallowell B
D-9 Foggy Bottom Marine just beiow marina west shore B
D-10 . Below Gardner Bridge just below bridge near west shore B
D-11 Brown’s Isiand southern end of island B
D-12 Rolling Dam South Gardner by RR over brook B
D-13 Lockwood below powerhouse by Marden's parking lot A
D-14 Sebasticook . under auto bridge below dam A
D-15 Messalonskee Stream in Messalonskee Stream at mouth A
D-16 S. Gardiner cove on west shore below park-up from small marina B
D-17 Seven Mile Island 150 yards above island-west shore A
D-18 Goff Brook east shore-opposite Goff Brook A
1-1 Augusta along Front St. parking lot, above Mem. Bridge B
I-2A Hallowell Central St. to boat launch, west side B
I-3A Brown's Island east side of southern end near power lines B
I-3C Togus Stream Randolph B
I-4B Buoy #38 Nehumkeag Isiand in South Gardiner B
I-7 Sands Island southern end of island over channel B
I-99C Sidney Boat Launch Sidney A
I-99F Goff Brook Sidney A
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Table 2: Dates and locations for ichthyoplankton samples collected in 2001.
Site Date set Time set Date pulled Time pulled Water temp (C) Air temp (C)
D-1 5/14/01 1005 5/14/01 1259 14.2 15.8
D-8 5/14/01 1015 5/14/01 1311
D-11 5/14/01 1030 5/14/01 1322 15.0
D-16 5/25/01 100 5/25/01 1250
I-4 5/25/01 950 5/25/01 1300 15.8 16.1
I-4B 5/25/01 1010 5/25/01 1240 16.4 19.8
1-1 5/29/01 950 5/29/01 1330 17.4 20.2
D-8 5/29/01 1005 5/29/01 1345 17.4
D-11 5/29/01 1015 5/29/01 1400 17.5
D-12 5/29/01 1040 5/29/01 1505
D-10 5/29/01 1045 5/29/01 1500
MB 5/29/01 1055 5/29/01 1450
1-1 5/30/01 1325 5/30/01 1330
I-3A 5/30/01 1345 5/30/01 1350
i-7 5/30/01 1416 5/30/01 1421
D-13 6/1/01 1117 6/1/01 1420
D-14 6/1/01 1132 6/1/01 1430
D-15 6/1/01 1148 6/1/01 1455
D-1 6/7/01 950 6/7/01 1335 16.1 23.2
D-11 6/7/01 1015 6/7/01 1420
I-4B 6/7/01 1040 6/7/01 1511 15.5 23.9
D-6 6/13/01 940 6/13/01 1225 24.8 28.1
D-8 6/13/01 956 6/13/01 1235
D-11 6/13/01 1006 6/13/01 1250
D-12 6/13/01 1020 6/13/01 1345
l-4B 6/13/01 1035 6/13/01 1400
I-3A 6/13/01 1047 6/13/01 1052
I-4B 6/13/01 1100 6/13/01 1105 20.2 23.7
I-3C 6/13/01 1122 6/13/01 1127 19.6 25
I-2A 6/13/01 1200 6/13/01 1205
1-1 6/13/01 1215 6/13/01 1220
D-6 6/19/01 945 6/19/01 1418 23.3 24.7
D-11 6/19/01 1002 6/19/01 1437
D-16 6/19/01 1030 6/19/01 1501
D-6 6/21/01 941 6/21/01 1422 23.1 22.1
D-11 6/21/01 1014 6/21/01 1447
D-12 6/21/01 1031 6/21/01 1518
S-4B 6/21/01 1045 6/21/01 1531
I-7 6/21/01 1301 6/21/01 1306 24.0 24.5
I-3C 6/21/01 1326 6/21/01 1331 24.7 26.9
I-3A 6/21/01 1343 6/21/01 1348 24.5 25
1-1 6/21/01 1406 6/21/01 1411 23.8 ____ 2 4 7 ,
Table 2 (continued)
Site Date set Time set Date pulled Time pulled Water temp (C) Air temp (C)
D-15 6/29/01 1048 6/29/01 1553 ■ 22.7 23.7
D-1 6/29/01 1117 6/29/01 1527
D-2 6/29/01 1145 6/29/01 1443
D-17 6/29/01 1233 6/29/01 1359 23.7 22.7
D-6 7/3/01 1113 7/3/01 1416 24.8 24.7
D-11 7/3/01 1134 7/3/01 1433
D-12 7/3/01 1155 7/3/01 25.4 24.4
I-4B 7/3/01 1207 7/3/01
Job 1-2
•Job Number & Title: #F-41-R-8 (2)
Kennebec River Juvenile Alosid and Striped Bass Survey
Job Objectives: To determine abundance indices for juvenile alosids and striped bass in the
Kennebec River
(a) Summary: The juvenile alosid survey in the Kennebec River has been conducted at 14 standard 
sites since 1979 to evaluate the increased abundance of the alosid population following 
improvement of the river’s water quality. A juvenile striped bass survey has been conducted at 
the 14 standard sites and additional experimental sites since 1994 to evaluated the abundance of 
the striped bass population. Some of the highest indices on record for juvenile alewives, shad, 
and blueback herring occurred in 1999 and 2000. The indices for these species tended to be low 
in 2001, probably because of the extreme drought conditions in Maine. Since 1997, the striped 
bass index has been fairly stable.
(b) Target Date: 2003.
(c) Status of Progress: On schedule
(d) Significant Deviations: None
(e) Recommendations: Continue as planned
(f) Cost: $12,551
(g) Data Presentation & Discussion:
The juvenile alosid survey in the Kennebec/Androscoggin estuary was established in 1979 to 
monitor the abundance of juvenile alosids at 14 permanent sampling sites. Four sites are on the 
Upper Kennebec River, three on the Androscoggin River, four on Merrymeeting Bay, one on the 
Cathance River, one on the Abagadasset, and one on the Eastern River (Table 1; Fig. 1). All 
these sites are in the tidal freshwater portion of the estuary. The mean tidal range at head-of-tide 
in Augusta is four feet, at head-of-tide in Brunswick is six feet, and in Merrymeeting Bay is eight 
feet. Beginning in 1987, small numbers of juvenile striped bass were captured during the survey. 
To better monitor the abundance of striped bass, six additional experimental sites, located in the 
lower part of the estuary (Table 1; Fig. 1), have been sampled since 1994. These sites are 
located in the tidal salinity-stratified portion of the estuary.
The sampling protocol for all stations is similar to that used in the juvenile shad sampling program 
on the Connecticut River. Each site is sampled once every other week from mid-July to the end 
of October. The goal is to sample each site six times during the season. All samples are taken 
with a beach seine within three hours of low slack water. The seine is made of 6.35-mm stretch 
mesh nylon, measures 17-m long and 1.8-m deep, and has a 1.8-m x 1.8-m bag at its center.
One end of the seine is held stationary at the land/water interface, and the other end is towed by 
boat perpendicular to shore; after the net is fully extended, the waterside end is towed in an 
upriver arc and pulled ashore. An area of approximately 220 m2 is sampled.
The sample is sorted and processed in the field. All alosids and striped bass are counted, and 
the total length of a maximum of 50 of each species is measured. Other species are identified, 
enumerated, and the total length of a maximum of 10 of each species is measured. The catch 
per unit effort (CPUE) index is calculated by dividing the number of individuals caught by the 
number of seine hauls.
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Juvenile Striped Bass Survey
During the 2001 field season, a total of 96 seine hauls at 14 standard stations captured 17 
juveniie striped bass. The CPUE index was 0.18 fish haul'1. An additional 42 seine hauls at the 
six experimental stations in the lower Kennebec captured 3 striped bass for a CPUE index of 0.07 
fish haul'1. The CPUE index for all striped bass captured at all sites was 0.14 fish haul'1. Since 
1987, the CPUE index for the 14 standard stations has ranged from 0.01 to 0.35 (Table 2). The 
total length of striped bass ranged from 25 to 130 mm (Table 3).
Juveniie Alosid Survey
During the 2001 field season, 96 haufs at 14 standard stations captured a total of 2,296 juvenile 
alewife, 162 American shad, and 273 blueback herring. An additional 42 hauls at the six 
experimental stations captured 48 alewives, two American shad, and no blueback herring.
For the standard stations, the greatest CPUE indices for juvenile alewives occurred in 
Merrymeeting Bay, followed by the eastern River and the Abagadasset River (Table 4). With the 
exception of Merrymeeting Bay, the CPUE indices for juvenile alewives generally were low 
compared to previous years (Table 5). This probably reflects the severe drought conditions in 
Maine during 2001
The greatest CPUE indices for juvenile shad at the standard stations occurred in Merrymeeting 
Bay followed by the Androscoggin River (Table 4). In 2001, the CPUE index for juveniie shad in 
the Androscoggin River was the second highest on record and in Merrymeeting Bay the third 
highest on record. Indices for the Cathance River and the Abagadasset River were low 
compared to previous years (Table 6).
For standard stations in 2001, the greatest CPUE indices for blueback herring occurred in the 
Cathance River, followed by Merrymeeting Bay (Table 4). The CPUE index for the Cathance 
River represents the fourth highest on record (Table 7).
After removal of Edwards dam in the summer of 1999, DMR personnel working on the KHDG 
Project began an assessment of the fish community in the newly accessible 17-mile stretch of 
river between Augusta and Waterville. Beach seine samples were taken biweekly at eight sites 
concurrent with the alosid sampling in the lower river. Although the objectives and methodolgy of 
the KHDG Project sampling are not completely comparable to the alosid survey, the data provide 
information about the relative abundance of juvenile alosids after the removal of Edwards Dam. It 
is clear that the CPUE indices for juvenile alewife, American shad, and blueback herring have 
increased significantly from 2000 to 2001 (Table 8).
Other species
Other recreationally or commercially important species of fishes collected by the survey include 
Atlantic tomcod, bluefish, golden shiner, largemouth bass, smallmouth bass, rainbow smelt, white 
perch, white sucker, and yellow perch (Table 9). Tomcod, bluefish, and rainbow smelt were most 
abundant in the Lower Kennebec River. White perch, white sucker, and yellow perch were 
abundant in the Androscoggin River. Golden shiner were collected primarily in the Androscoggin 
River and the Eastern River. Largemouth bass were found in the Upper Kennebec River, while 
smallmouth bass were collected primarily in the Upper Kennebec River and the Androscoggin 
River.
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Table 1: River segment location and number of beach seine hauls for each of 14 standard stations and 
six experimental stations for the juvenile alosid and striped bass surveys in the estuarial complex of the 
Kennebec River and Androscoggin River, 2001.
Site
number River seqment Survey type
Number of hauls
Total July Auqust September October
1 Upper Kennebec Alosid 7 2 2 2 1
2 Upper Kennebec Alosid 7 2 2 2 1
3 Upper Kennebec Alosid 7 2 2 2 1
7 Upper Kennebec Alosid 7 2 2 2 1
9 Merrymeeting Bay Alosid 7 2 2 2 1
12A Merrymeeting Bay Alosid 7 2 2 2 1
12J Merrymeeting Bay Alosid 7 2 2 2 1
12L Merrymeeting Bay Alosid 7 2 2 ' 2 1
21 Androscoggin River Alosid 7 2 2 2 1
27 Androscoggin River Alosid 7 2 2 2 1
29A Androscoggin River Alosid 7 2 2 2 1
33 Cathance River Alosid 7 2 2 2 1
45 Abagadasset Alosid 7 2 2 2 1
51 Eastern River Alosid 5 1 2 2
SB9 Lower Kennebec Experimental 7 2 2 2 1
SB10 Lower Kennebec Experimental 7 2 2 2 1
SB11 Lower Kennebec Experimental 7 2 2 2 1
SB12 Lower Kennebec Experimental 7 2 2 2 1
SB13 Lower Kennebec Experimental 7 2 2 2 1
SB14 Lower Kennebec Experimental 7 2 2 2 1
Total 138 39 40 40 19
Table 2. Number of hauls, total catch and CPUE index for juveniie striped bass on the Kennebec River, 
1987-2000 for 14 standard stations and 6 experimental stations.
Standard Stations Experimental Stations Overall
CPUE
IndexYear
Number of 
Hauls
Totai
Catch
CPUE
Index
Number of 
Hauls
Total
Catch
CPUE
Index
1987 74 26 0.35
1988 68 3 0.04
1989 ' 68 1 0.01
1990 68 4 0.06
1991 63 16 0.25
1992 80 1 0.01
1993 71 1 0.01
1994 69 23 0.33
1995 83 2 0.02
1996 69 4 0.06
1997 80 9 0.11
1998 82 14 0.17
1999 80 13 0.16 34 17 0.50 0.26
2000 84 6 0.07 36 10 0.28 0.13
2001 96 17 0.18 42 3 0.07 0.14
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Table 3. Total iength of juvenile striped bass captured in the Kennebec River in 2001.
Site code Date River segment TL (mm)
12J 10/2/01 Merrymeeting Bay 83
12J 10/2/01 Merrymeeting Bay 85
12L 7/12/01 Merrymeeting Bay 25
12L 7/12/01 Merrymeeting Bay 45
12L 7/12/01 Merrymeeting Bay 46
21 8/8/01 Androscoggin River 59
21 8/8/01 Androscoggin River 63
21 8/8/01 Androscoggin River 63
21 8/8/01 Androscoggin River 72
21 8/8/01 Androscoggin River 76
21 8/8/01 Androscoggin River 90
27 10/3/01 Androscoggin River 130
29A 9/19/01 Androscoggin River 85
45 8/21/01 Abagadasset 83
45 8/21/01 Abagadasset 86
45 9/18/01 Abagadasset 107
45 9/18/01 Abagadasset 110
SB11 10/5/01 Lower Kennebec 72
S813 8/10/01 Lower Kennebec 54
SB13 8/10/01 Lower Kennebec 60
Min 25
Max 130
Average 74.7
Table 4. CPUE index for juvenile alewives, American shad, and blueback herring by river section and
month for 2001.
Species River segment
CPUE Index
July August September October Average
alewife Upper Kennebec 0.25 0.13 0.88 0.00 0.36
alewife Merrymeeting Bay 151.13 47.88 21.75 0.25 63.11
alewife Androscoggin River 34.33 6.83 1.17 0.00 12.10
alewife Cathance River 11.50 12.50 0.00 0.00 6.86
alewife Abagadasset 52.50 0.50 0.50 0.00 15.29
alewife Eastern River 10.00 43.50 6.50 22.00
alewife Lower Kennebec 3.75 0.17 0:00 0.17 1.14
American shad Upper Kennebec 0.00 1.38 0.63 0.00 0.57
American shad Merrymeeting Bay 0.00 1.00 10.00 0.00 3.14
American shad Androscoggin River 8.33 0.00 0.67 0.00 2.57
American shad Cathance River 0.00 1.50 0.00 0.00 0.43
American shad Abagadasset 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
American shad Eastern River 0.00 0.50 0.00 0.20
American shad Lower Kennebec 0.00 0.08 0.00 0.17 0.05
blueback herring Upper Kennebec 0.00 0.00 1.63 0.00 0.46
biueback herring Merrymeeting Bay 9.13 10.00 0.50 0.00 5.61
blueback herring Androscoggin River 2.33 0.00 0.17 0.00 0.71
blueback herring Cathance River 1.00 35.00 0.00 0.00 10.29
blueback herring Abagadasset 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
biueback herring Eastern River 0.00 8.00 0.00 3.20
blueback herring Lower Kennebec 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
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Table 5. CPUE index for juvenile alewives by river section for 1979-2001. The length and depth of the
seine were increased in 1983. A bag also was added to the seine in 1983, and the method of seining
was changed, although the area sampled remained essentially the same.
Year
Upper
Kennebec
River
Merrymeeting
Bay
Androscoggin
River
Cathance
River
Abagadasset
River
Eastern
River
Mid
Kennebec
River
Lower
Kennebec
River
1979 7.91 25.60 2.24 647.00 43.72 157.17 8.44 0.00
1980 0.10 3.67 12.29 5.11 12.50 38.70 3.25 0.00
1981 0.58 7.62 1.57 4.50 6.67 14.17 3.50 0.17
1982 0.67 1.83 0.08 38.33 1.62 3.00 1.63 0.29
1983 16.95 43.58 33.29 40.45 0.21 0.33
1984 0.13 1.94 0.56 133.76 4.00 27.00
1985 0.10 1.48 2.13 54.67 8.25 13.33
1986 0.46 3.32 0.80 22.33 6.29 13.83
1987 2.17 18.04 0.33 59.00 24.00 7.17
1988 0.21 11.93 14.73 17.50 117.50 9.63
1989 2.00 15.77 0.85 52.83 58.00 1.43
1990 0.25 41.46 0.48 8.43 98.00 14.43
1991 5.26 41.50 0.72 461.57 12.29
1992 1.08 83.92 1.22 99.83 53.33 80.00
1993 9.63 9.44 23.75 2.33 70.33
1994 0.55 18.40 0.73 1.60 26.00 7.50
1995 7.25 45.57 3.06 10.50 43.33 90.17
1996 1.05 35.20 0.20 0.00 62.20 9.00
1997 7.88 23.21 9.80 0.00 9.33 85.00
1998 2.33 55.04 1.83 1.40 2.67 4.00
1999 18.48 58.13 15.13 67.50 1.83 10.83
2000 60.29 560.04 2.33 199.33 777.50 19.50 7.03
2001 0.36 63.11 12.10 6.86 15.29 22.00 1.14
Upper Kennebec River 
Merrymeeting Bay 
Androscoggin River 
Cathance 
Abagadasset 
Eastern
Mid Kennebec River 
Lower Kennebec River
= from the Augusta Dam to the Richmond Bridge 
= Richmond Bridge to Chops Point, excluding tributaries 
= from the Brunswick Dam to southern tip of Mustard Island 
= from the confluence with Merrymeeting Bay to head-of-tide 
= from the confluence with Merrymeeting Bay to head-of-tide 
= from the confluence with Merrymeeting Bay to head-of-tide 
= Chops Point to Doubling Point 
= Doubling Point to Bay Point
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Table 6. CPUE index for juvenile American shad by river section for 1979-2001. The length and depth of
the seine were increased in 1983. A bag also was added to the seine in 1983, and the method of seining
.was changed, although the area sampled remained essentially the same.
Year
Upper
Kennebec
River
Merrymeeting
Bay
Androscoggin
River
Cathance
River
Abagadasset
River
Eastern
River
Mid
Kennebec
River
Lower
Kennebec
River
1979 0.16 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
1980 0.00 0.36 0.29 0.00 0.00. 0.00 0.00
1981 1.08 0.85 0.29 0.50 0.00 0.17 0.00
1982 0.00 0.33 0.17 0.00 0.00 0.63 0.00
1983 0.15 0.20 2.18 3.00 0.00 . 0.00
1984 0.90 0.46 0.00 2.00 0.67
1985 0.69 1.53 0.40 6.50 7.00
1986 0.10 0.15 0.08 1.00 0.50
1987 0.15 8.05 0.17 1.25 0.50 0.00
1988 0.11 1.36 0.00 0.00 0.33 0.51
1989 1.25 0.29 1.29 0.48 0.00 0.00
1990 3.50 2.46 0.83 6.83 0.33 4.20
1991 1.21 0.00 0.00 0.67 1.67 1.17
1992 0.10 0.67 0.67 3.67 0.00 0.00
1993 0.00 0.29 3.63 0.00 0.00
1994 0.00 0.35 1.00 0.00 0.17 0.50
1995 0.21 0.39 1.89 0.17 0.60 0.33
1996 4.15 0.25 0.00 0.20 0.33 0.50
1997 0.00 0.88 0.80 0.00 0.40 0.00
1998 0.00 1.67 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
1999 0.00 20.46 0.00 42.67 33.00 0.00
2000 15.14 0.33 0.14 0.33 0.33 1.33 1.58
2001 0.57 3.14 2.57 0.43 0.00 0.20 0.05
Upper Kennebec River 
Merrymeeting Bay 
Androscoggin River 
Cathance 
Abagadasset 
Eastern
Mid Kennebec River 
Lower Kennebec River
= from the Augusta Dam to the Richmond Bridge 
= Richmond Bridge to Chops Point, excluding tributaries 
= from the Brunswick Dam to southern tip of Mustard Island 
= from the confluence with Merrymeeting Bay to head-of-tide 
= from the confluence with Merrymeeting Bay to head-of-tide 
= from the confluence with Merrymeeting Bay to head-of-tide 
= Chops Point to Doubling Point 
= Doubling Point to Bay Point
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Table 7. CPUE index for juvenile blueback herring by river section for 1979-2001". The length and depth
of the seine were increased in 1983. A bag also was added to the seine in 1983, and the method of
seining was changed, although the area sampled remained essentially the same.
Year
Upper
Kennebec
River
Merrymeeting
Bay
Androscoggin
River
Cathance
River
Abagadasset
River
Eastern
River
Lower
Kennebec
River
1992 0.00 0.79 20.78 111.50 2.50
1993 0.00 0.00 0.00 9.50 0.00
1994 0.00 5.20 0.00 0.00 11.60 26.50
1995 3.13 22.57 0.67 6.83 17.00 37.50
1996 0.00 29.45 0.20 0.00 2.80 5.25
1997 1.42 2.38 0.00 0.00 1.33 83.00
1998 2.08 16.92 0.72 6.80 0.83 5.50
1999 0.61 21.29 0.00 37.50 0.50 17.67
2000 0.00 1.00 0.00 175.00 0.33 0.83 0.14
2001 0.46 5.61 0.71 10.29 0.00 3.20 0.00
Upper Kennebec River 
Merrymeeting Bay 
Androscoggin River 
Cathance 
Abagadasset 
Eastern
Mid Kennebec River 
Lower Kennebec River
= from the Augusta Dam to the Richmond Bridge 
= Richmond Bridge to Chops Point, excluding tributaries 
= from the Brunswick Dam to southern tip of Mustard Island 
= from the confluence with Merrymeeting Bay to head-of-tide 
= from the confluence with Merrymeeting Bay to head-of-tide 
= from the confluence with Merrymeeting Bay to head-of-tide 
= Chops Point to Doubling Point 
= Doubling Point to Bay Point
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Table 8. Number of fish caught and CPUE index for juvenile alewives, American shad, and blueback
herring captured above former Edwards Dam for 2000 and 2001.
Total number caught __________ CPUE_________
Number American blueback American blueback
Year Site hauls alewife shad herring aiewife shad herrinq
2000 S1 9 38 1 4.22 0.11
2000 S2 7 2 0.29
2000 S3 9 255 6 28.33 0.67
2000 S4 13 1 0.08
2000 S5 9 24 16 2.67 1.78
2000 S7 11 412 37.45
2000 S8a 5 102 1 20.40 0.20
2000 S8b 5 1 0.20
2000 Total 68 422 437 1 6.21 6.43 0.01
2001 S1 8 20,844 98 2605.50 12.25
2001 S2 10 3,285 13 328.50 1.30
2001 S3 10 397 3 1 39.70 0.30 0.10
2001 S4 9 2 0.22
2001 S5 9 506 56.22
2001 S7 8 39 702 41 4.88 87.75. 5.13
2001 S8a 9 850 168 2 94.44 18.67 0.22
2001 S8b 9 42 2 4.67 0.22
2001 Total 72 25,459 1,379 157 353.60 19.15 2.18
Table 9. Catch of other species by river reach for 2001.
Upper Merrymeeting Androscoggin Cathance Abagadasset Eastern Lower
Common name Total Kennebec Bay River River River River Kennebec
Atlantic tomcod 34 2 32
Bluefish 265 2 17 246
golden shiner 49 22 27
largemouth bass 17 17
Rainbow smelt 366 1 18 2 345
smallmouth bass 126 36 1 89
white perch 1088 415 349 51 64 202 7
white sucker 463 62 15 344
yellow perch 570 129 49 360 3 1 0 CD
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Figure 2. Striped bass CPUE Index
Year
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Job 1-3
•Job Number & Title: #F-41-R-8(3)
Anadromous Fish Coordination and Planning
Job Objectives: To coordinate the Anadromous Fish Restoration Program on the Kennebec River
system and to review and make comments on hydropower re-licensing projects 
including associated studies.
(a) Summary: The project leader worked closely with the KHDG project leader and the Division 
Leader to coordinate restoration activities on the Kennebec River. In 2001, this primarily included 
commenting on re-licensing of four projects (Anson, Abenaki, Sandy River, and Lockwood), 
commenting on qualitative studies of downstream passage efficiency, responding to local 
opposition to the possible decommissioning and removal of Ft. Halifax dam, and working toward 
fish passage at three non-hydropower projects. The project leader and the KHDG project leader 
also worked closely on shad hatchery activities [described jn detail in #F-41-R-8 (4)] including 
obtaining shad broodstock from a new source (Merrimack rather than Connecticut River) and 
developing a protocol for verifying OTC marking. The project leader also spent considerable time 
developing a draft management plan for the Presumpscot River and commenting on the re­
licensing of six projects on the Presumpscot.
(b) Target Date: 2003
(c) Status of Progress: On schedule
(d) Significant Deviations: None
(e) Recommendations: Continue as planned
(f) Cost: $57,735
(g) Data Presentation & Discussion:
Coordination of the Diadromous Fish Restoration Program on the Kennebec River System 
Sebasticook River Fish Passage
The lowermost three dams on the Sebasticook River (Ft. Halifax, Benton Falls, and Burnham;
Fig. 1) are FERC licensed projects, and fish passage requirements for these projects are detailed 
in the Lower Kennebec River Comprehensive Hydropower Settlement Accord. Pursuant to the 
Settlement Accord, the Ft. Halifax dam must be decommissioned or a permanent fish lift installed 
at the project by May 1, 2003. Upstream passage at the Benton Falls Project and the Burnham 
Project must be constructed one year following upstream passage at Ft. Halifax (temporary or 
permanent) and installation of upstream passage and/or dam removal at each of four upstream 
non-hydro dams (Figure 1: Sebasticook Lake Outlet Dam in Newport, Guilford Dam in Newport, 
Plymouth Pond Outlet Dam in Plymouth, and Pleasant Pond Outlet Dam). A fishway was 
constructed at the Pleasant Pond Outlet Dam in 1999.
Ft Halifax
On January 25, 2001, FPL Energy Inc., the owner of the Ft. Halifax Project, submitted functional 
design drawings for a fish lift to state and federal resource agencies for review. The project 
leader and staff commented on these drawings by letter to FERC dated August 14, 2001, and 
requested further consultation on the design of the trapping facility; the disposition of target, non­
target, and invasive species; an operational plan for the lift; and passage efficiency testing.
During 2001, the project leader has participated in several meetings with FPLE Energy, state and
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federal fisheries agencies, and NGOs to discuss in more detail the design and operation of the 
fish lift; trapping, sorting, and disposition of target, nontarget, and undesirable species; potential 
overcrowding by alewife and biueback herring; and commercial harvest of alewife. By FERC 
order, FPLE should have submitted to state and federal resource agencies the final design plans 
and specifications and an operation and maintenance plan for the fish lift by November 30, 2001, 
but these items were-not submitted on schedule.
Benton Falls and Burnham
In anticipation of upstream passage being completed at Ft. Halifax and the four upstream non­
hydro dams, DMR sent letters to the owners of the Benton Falls Project and the Burnham Project 
requesting a schedule for the design and installation of upstream fish passage. We received a 
schedule and conceptual design drawings for Benton Falls on September 21, 2001. DMR 
reviewed the drawings, and expressed serious reservations about the design by letter dated 
October 18, 2001. Conceptual designs for the Burnham Project were received on December 4,
2001. We believe that the design is inadequate to meet the State’s anadromous fish restoration 
goals for the Sebasticook River.
Sebasticook Lake Outlet Dam. Guilford Dam, and Plymouth Pond Outlet Dam
In 2001 the project leader and staff continued working with other partners and towns to provide 
fish passage at the three remaining dams. DMR initially requested assistance with fishway 
construction from the US Army Corp of Engineers under Section 206. When that process 
appeared to be too slow and costly, DMR issued a Request for Proposals for engineering 
assistance, and ultimately contracted with URS in September 2000. During 2001, URS obtained 
the necessary permits from the Maine Department of Environmental Protection and the Army 
Corps of Engineers for the three projects; drafted a Memorandum of Understanding between the 
Town of Newport, Guilford of Maine, and DMR and between the Town of Plymouth and DMR; 
completed detailed design drawings and final specifications for the projects; and completed and 
advertised the bid packages for the three projects.
DMR awarded the contracts for the Plymouth Pond Outlet Dam Project in late October. The 
fishway (Alaskan steeppass) and associated structures were fabricated in the fall. However, 
installation of the fishway in the fail had to be postponed because freezing temperatures. That 
work will be completed in the spring of 2002, as soon as the weather becomes more settled.
Bids for removal of the Guildford Dam and construction of the fishway at Sebasticook Lake Outlet 
Dam were rejected because the costs were too high, in anticipation of the Guilford Dam removal, 
originally scheduled to occur in the fall of 2001, the impoundment was drained in the summer to 
allow vegetation to grow on the banks that would be exposed. Project specifications for the 
removal of Guilford Dam included an estimated $9500 for covering a waterline that crosses the 
river in the impoundment so that it would not freeze in winter. When removal of the Guilford Dam 
did not occur as anticipated, DMR had the option of either closing the gates and refilling the 
impoundment to prevent the waterline from freezing or covering the water line in the fall. Severe 
drought conditions made the first option impractical. The Town of Newport awarded a contract, 
and the waterline was insulated on 01/08/02. The bid packages for removal of Guilford Dam and 
construction of a fishway at Sebasticook Lake Outlet Dam will be readvertized in the spring of
2002.
The State initially set aside $178,500 in the Kennebec River Fisheries Restoration Fund; 
additional funding has been obtained to cover the shortfall.
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Project Estimated cost
Guilford Dam breaching $111,108.00
Sebasticook lake Outlet Fishway $215,386.00
Plymouth Dam Fishway $100,371.00
Total $426,865.00
Wetland and Riparian Restoration Partnership
The project leader and staff have met and worked with the US Fish and Wildlife Service 
(USFWS), Natural Resources Conservation Service, Department of inland Fisheries and Wildlife 
(D1FW), National Marine Fisheries Service, Army Corp of Engineers, American Rivers, Trout 
Unlimited, and other partners in identifying and prioritizing fish habitat improvement projects. This 
partnership is being coordinated by the USFWS Gulf of Maine Project and American Rivers.
Hydropower Re-licensing Projects Review and Comments
Presumpscot River
Significant progress in the restoration of anadromous fish will occur in the Presumpscot River in 
the upcoming year. Nine dams currently impound 26 miles of the river from Sebago Lake outlet 
to the head-of-tide. The Smelt Hill Dam (FERC No. 7118), located at the head-of-tide, is the first 
obstacle encountered by anadromous fish attempting to migrate upstream. This dam was 
rendered inoperable by a major flood in 1996. in January 1999, the US Army Corps of Engineers 
and the State of Maine, in partnership with non-governmental organizations, announced an 
initiative to remove the dam and restore the aquatic ecosystem of the lower Presumpscot River. 
Removal of Smelt Hill Dam, scheduled for the fall of 2002, will allow anadromous fish access to 
seven miles of free flowing river.
The next six dams on the Presumpscot River are owned by SAPPI (formerly S.D. Warren). The 
uppermost five are FERC-licensed hydropower projects. When consultation for these five 
projects began in 1996, fish migration had been blocked by dams for over 100 years, water 
quality had been poor for over 20 years, and the fate of the Smelt Hill Dam was uncertain. DMR 
considered these conditions to be a significant impediment to the successful restoration of 
anadromous fish, and only requested upstream and downstream fish passage for American eel. 
Because these conditions either changed or are poised to change in the near term, DMR 
reconsidered its long-term goals and objectives for the Presumpscot River.
In 2001, the project leader spent significant time collaborating with other resource agencies to 
develop a comprehensive set of fishery management goals and a draft fishery management plan 
for the Presumpscot River watershed. The project leader also spent significant time getting these 
items incorporated into the FERC and DEP administrative records. In a letter to FERC dated 
January 24, 2001, the project leader argued for consideration in the draft environmental impact 
statement of anadromous fish passage in addition to eel fish passage at the five projects, and 
submitted the supporting document Presumpscot River: Interim Goals for Fisheries Mangement. 
In a September 19, 2001 letter to DEP the project leader requested that DMR’s recommendation 
for anadromous fish passage and the supporting document Presumpscot River: interim Goals for 
Fisheries Management be incorporated into the administrative record for the draft water quality 
certification. FERC staff did include consideration of anadromous fish passage in the draft 
environmental impact statement. In comments on the draft EIS, the project leader argued for a 
phased approach for fish passage based on definitive or quantifiable events (passage at the next 
downstream dam, passage of a specific number of fish). In December the project leader and 
biologists from the other state fisheries agencies completed the Draft Fishery Management Plan 
For the Presumpscot River Drainage (attached).
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Other projects
in addition to the major projects detailed above, the project leader and staff provided comments 
on decomissioning/removai, re-iicensing, study plans, monitoring, fish passage design and 
construction, and dam repair for 20 projects (summarized in table below). The project leader and 
staff also are members of the Saco River Coordinating Committee and the Union River 
Coordinating Committee, and participate in annual meetings to review fisheries management in 
the previous year, to plan activities for the upcoming year, and assess progress towards stated 
goals and objectives;
Project FERC No River/tributarv Comments
American Tissue 2809 Kennebec/Cobbosseecontee Fish kill
Messalonskee 2556 Kennebec/Messalonskee Comments on repair
Ft. Halifax 2552 Kennebec/Sebastisticook Study plans/monitoring
Benton Falls 5073 Kennebec/Sebasticook Study plans/monitoring
Burnham 5073 Kennebec/Sebasticook Study plans/monitoring
Lockwood 2574 Kennebec Re-licensing/study plans
Hydro-Kennebec 2611 Kennebec Study plans/monitoring
Shawm ut 2322 Kennebec Study plans/monitoring
Sandy River 11433 Kennebec/Sandy Re-licensing
Anson 2365 Kennebec Re-licensing
Abenaki 2364 Kennebec Re-licensing
Lower Barker 2808 Androscoggin Fish passage
Damariscotta 11566 Damariscotta Re-licensing
Smelt Hill 7118 Presumpscot Decomission/removal
Ee! Weir 2984 Presumpscot Re-licensing
West Winterport 6132 Penobscot/Marsh Decommisioning
Milford 2534 Penobscot/Stillwater Gilman Falls repair
Howiand 2721 Penobscot/Piscataqua Study plan/monitoring
West Enfield 2600 Penobscot Study plans
South Berwick 11163 Salmon Falls Fish passage
4
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3introduction
In January 2001, the Maine Department of Marine Resources (MDMR), the Maine Department of Inland 
Fisheries and Wildlife (MDIFW), and the Maine Atlantic Salmon Commission (MASC) completed a 
document entitled Presumpscot River: Interim Goals for Fisheries Management, which outlined 
management goals for important fishery resources that currently reside or historically resided in the 
Presumpscot River watershed. Species addressed in the document include alewife, American eel, 
American shad, landlocked Atlantic salmon, sea-run Atlantic salmon, Atlantic sturgeon, black crappie, 
blueback herring, brook trout, brown bullhead, brown trout, chain pickerel, largemouth bass, rainbow 
smelt, smallmouth bass, striped bass, tomcod, yellow perch, and white perch. The three state fisheries 
agencies developed the interim fisheries management goals in response to several changes within the 
watershed: the probable removal of Smelt Hill Dam (located at the head-of-tide), the relicensing of six of 
the seven existing hydropower projects on the river, and improvements in water quality resulting from the 
closure of the pulping operation in Westbrook. These changes created a new opportunity for the 
restoration of diadromous1 fish runs and the enhancement of warm water and coidwater recreational 
fishing opportunities.
In September 2001, the three state fisheries agencies agreed to develop the interim document into a 
more comprehensive plan to guide future decisions on fisheries management in the Presumpscot River. 
The goals contained in this management plan reflect a balance between the disparate missions of the 
three agencies, and are based on considerable discussion to minimize potential areas of management 
conflict. They also reflect a desire to manage the fisheries of the Presumpscot River within the physical 
and biological limits of habitat and its capacity to sustain the various resources. This management plan 
includes agency recommendations for fish passage and other issues that must be addressed for the 
successful attainment of stated management goals
Description of Drainage
The Presumpscot River drainage extends as far north as Albany Township, however, this management 
plan addresses only that portion of the drainage from Sebago Lake to the head-of-tide, referred herein as 
the Presumpscot River. The Presumpscot River is approximately 24 miles long, drains an area of 
approximately 615 square miles, and flows through the towns of Standish, Gorham, Windham, 
Westbrook, Falmouth, and Portland. Nine dams are located on the Presumpscot River. Seven of the 
dams are components of active hydropower projects (Table 1), and are licensed by the Federal Energy 
Regulatory Commission (FERC). Cumberland Mills Dam is not associated with a hydropower project, 
and is not licensed by FERC. The Smelt Hill Project was rendered inoperable by a flood in 1996, and is 
now inactive.
Water Quality
Water quality within the Presumpscot River from the outlet of Sebago Lake to the confluence of Pleasant 
River is classified by the Maine Department of Environmental Protection (MDEP) as Class A and GPA. 
Water quality in the reach from the confluence of Pleasant River to Saccarappa Falls has been 
downgraded to Class B. The MDEP has further downgraded the water quality in the reach below 
Saccarappa Falls to tidewater as Class C.
1 Collective term referring to anadromous (spawn in fresh water and spend most of their lives in the sea) 
and catadromous (spawn in the sea and spend most of their lives in fresh or brackish water) species.
4Fisheries Resources
Migratory fishes
Historically, the Presumpscot River supported large numbers of migratory fish. These included both 
anadromous species (alewife, American shad, Atlantic salmon, blueback herring, rainbow smelt, striped 
bass) and the catadromous American eel. Prior to the 1600s, the Aucoscisco Indians utilized these fish 
for food and fertilizer. However, construction of dams without fishways by European settlers, documented 
as early as 1739, interfered with the movement of the migratory species. The greatest impact probably 
occurred when a dam without a fishway was constructed at the head-of-tide in 1802, effectively blocking 
the anadromous species from nearly, all spawning habitat. The Commissioners of Fisheries embarked on 
a statewide program of fishway construction in 1869, and by 1887 all the dams on the Presumpscot River 
had been provided with fishways. Over the next decade, the fishways fell into disrepair or were destroyed 
by high water and not replaced, and runs of anadromous fish were not reported in the Presumpscot River 
after 1900.
The Presumpscot River currently supports a sizeable population of catadromous American eel. In 1995 a 
commercial fishery for the juvenile (elver) stage of the American eel developed in Maine, and for the next 
three years the Presumpscot River below Smelt Hill Dam was heavily fished for elvers. In 1999, the State 
of Maine capped the number of elver licenses and reduced fishing effort (allowable gear) by about 79% 
because of concerns about the impact of the fishery. The same year, the market for elvers collapsed.
The fishery has remained quiescent since 1999, and fishing pressure for elvers on the Presumpscot River 
has been negligible.
The lower reaches of the Presumpscot River currently support a run of anadromous aiewives and a 
remnant population of American shad and perhaps rainbow smelt and tomcod. In 1987, MDMR 
constructed a fishway at the outlet of Highland Lake to allow aiewives access to their principal spawning 
area, thereby enhancing the resource. Central Maine Power constructed a fishway at Smelt Hill Dam that 
became operational in 1990. The fishway provided access to the lower reaches of the river for alewives 
and American shad until 1996, when it was destroyed by a flood. After the flood, Central Maine Power 
either stocked alewives into Highland Lake (1997 and 1998) or opened gates in the dam (1999-2001) to 
allow passage of anadromous fishes. In addition, MDMR stocked alewives in Highland Lake in 2000 and 
2001 to maintain the population.
Adult Atlantic salmon have sporadically been observed or caught in the Presumpscot River below 
Westbrook over the past few years. The origin of these fish is unknown. Juvenile salmon also have been 
observed in the Piscataqua River, primarily through eiectrofishing surveys conducted by the MDIFW. 
Limited access to the Presumpscot’s remaining spawning and nursery habitat, located principally in 
tributaries, has prevented passive redevelopment of a sizeable Atlantic salmon run in the Presumpscot 
River.
Estimates of migratory fish populations
In order to design efficient fish passage facilities, the number of fish of each species produced in each 
river reach and the number of fish of each species that will use a facility must be estimated. The MDMR 
and the MASC typically make these estimates by multiplying fish production per unit area for each 
species by the total number of area units of aquatic habitat. Because of the assumptions made 
(described below), the values presented in Table 1 should be considered order-of-magnitude population 
estimates.
For many years, MDMR has used 235 fish/acre to estimate alewife production. This unit production value 
was developed from the commercial harvest in six Maine watersheds for the.years 1971-1983. On the
5basis of these data, commercial yield was assumed to be 100 pounds/surface acre of ponded habitat. 
This value is slightly less than the average of the lowest yield/acre for all six rivers and within the range of 
yields experienced in other watersheds. Assuming a weight of 0.5 pounds per adult, the commercial yield 
equals 200 adults/surface acre. The commercial harvest was assumed to represent an exploitation rate 
of 85%, because most alewife runs are harvested six days per week. Exploitation rates on the 
Damariscotta River, for example, ranged from 85-97% for the years 1979-1982. When commercial yield 
is adjusted for the 15% escapement rate, the total production is 235 adult alewives/acre.
Maine currently has no rivers with extensive runs of American shad or blueback herring and historical 
information on the size of populations produced by specific Maine rivers generally is lacking, because 
runs were greatly reduced or extirpated by dam construction beginning in the 1700s. Therefore, potential 
population sizes must be estimated from information on restored runs in other rivers. In the past, MDMR 
has used 111 shad/acre (=2.3 shad/100 yd2), based on shad restoration in the Connecticut River during 
the early 1980s. MDMR’s earlier estimates of shad production for the Presumpscot River (e.g. MDMR 
reply comments to FERC dated January 24, 2001) were based on 111 shad/acre of habitat. To 
determine whether this number remained valid, MDMR obtained counts of shad passed at the Holyoke 
Dam (1st) and Turners Falls Dam (2nd) on the Connecticut River for the years 1983-2000, and a GIS 
estimate of surface area for this river reach. The average shad production for the reach between the two 
dams for the 20 year-period was 98.9 shad/acre. Production estimates based on both values have been 
included in Table 1 for comparison, but MDMR recommends using production based on 98.9 shad/acre.
Use of 98.9 shad/acre for estimating production is further supported by historical information on 
commercial landings in Maine. A significant fishery for American shad existed in the freshwater tidal 
section of the Kennebec River and its tributaries after access to inland waters was obstructed by 
impassable dams at the head-of-tide. From 1896-1906 the average annual landings of American shad in 
the Kennebec River were 802,514 pounds. This represents 267,500 adult shad, assuming an average 
weight of three pounds per fish, and a commercial yield of 0.6778 shad/100 yd2. if the exploitation rate 
ranged from 25-50%, then the total run from Merrymeeting Bay to Augusta (including tributaries) may 
have ranged from 535,000-1,070,000 shad. This represents a production of to 68-131 shad/acre 
(equivalent to 1.4-2.7 adult shad/1GG yd2).
In the past, MDMR has not estimated production for blueback herring due to lack of data. However, 
MDMR recently consulted with Steve Gephard (CT DEP, Bureau of Natural Resources, Fisheries 
Division) to determine how production of blueback herring is estimated for Connecticut waters. In 
developing a management plan for the Thames River, the CT DEP estimated shad production, and then 
used a multiplier (7-8) to estimate blueback herring production. MDMR has further reduced the multiplier 
to a more conservative 6 (resulting in approximately 600 fish/acre).
Atlantic salmon smolt estimates are based on a production goal of three smolts per unit of habitat (one 
unit = 100 square meters of Atlantic salmon habitat). The spawning requirement is aiso habitat based 
and is derived from an egg deposition rate for optimal smolt production (240 eggs/unit), long-term 
fecundity rates for Maine Atlantic salmon (7,200 eggs/female), and a 60:50 sex ratio of returning 
spawners.
Spatially referenced datasets were obtained from the Maine Office of GIS (coastal waters, rivers, ponds, 
streams, dams), and were combined to estimate the surface area of aquatic habitat in each river reach 
(dam to dam), tributary, and lake or pond of the Presumpscot watershed. Production/area for each 
species was multiplied by the total area of appropriate habitat to obtain an order-of-magnitude estimate of 
total production, the  estimate of aquatic habitat for the mainstem Presumpscot River is based on 
existing conditions, and does not take into account reductions in stream width (and therefore area) that 
would occur if one or more dams were removed.
6Fish passage
Successful restoration and enhancement of diadromous species currently is hampered by the Sack of 
upstream and downstream fish passage at all dams on the Presumpscot River, in January 1999, the US 
Army Corps of Engineers and the State of Maine, in partnership with non-governmental organizations, 
announced an initiative to remove the Smelt Hill Dam, located at the head-of-tide, and restore the aquatic 
ecosystem of the lower Presumpscot River. MDMR is in the process of obtaining a purchase and sale 
agreement for the property in order to submit an application to FERC and the Maine Department of 
Environmental Protection (MDEP) to surrender the hydropower project permit and to remove the dam. 
Removal of Smelt Hill Dam, anticipated to occur in the summer of 2002, is the impetus for restoration 
because it will aiiow diadromous species unrestricted access to seven miles of riverine habitat.
The second dam on the river, Cumberland Mills Dam, is located in inland waters and is not a FERC 
jurisdictional dam. Maine statute {12M.R.S.A §7701-A) authorizes the Commissioner of MDIFW to 
require a fishway by the owners, lessors or other persons in control of any dam within inland waters 
frequented by shad, salmon, sturgeon or other anadromous or migratory fish species in order to 
conserve, develop or restore anadromous or migratory fish resources.
The remaining dams on the river are hydropower projects licensed by FERC. Fish passage has been 
requested by the state (MDMR, MASC, MDIFW) and federal (USFWS) fisheries agencies and non­
governmental organizations at the six projects currently being relicensed.
Resident species
Resident fish are those species that are able to fulfill their life history requirements within the river and its 
tributaries. The species listed below are known resident inhabitants of the Presumpscot River.
Chain pickerel 
Smallmouth bass 
Largemouth bass 
Pumpkinseed 
Black crappie 
Yellow perch
Brown bullhead (hornpout) 
Golden shiner 
Bridle shiner 
Common shiner 
Fallfish
Banded killifish
Fourspine stickleback 
White sucker 
Brook trout 
Brown trout
Landlocked Atlantic salmon
Brook trout and landlocked Atlantic salmon are indigenous to the Presumpscot River drainage. Several 
tributaries to the Presumpscot currently support wild populations of brook trout, but there are essentially 
no self-sustaining populations of landlocked salmon in the Presumpscot. The historical origin of several 
other river fish is less certain, however, five species of nonnative fish were more recently introduced, 
including black crappie, smallmouth bass, largemouth bass, brown trout, and bridle shiner.
Existing recreational sportfisheries are primarily comprised of landlocked Atlantic salmon, brook trout, 
brown trout, smallmouth bass, largemouth bass, brown bullhead, and yellow perch. MDIFW stocking 
programs maintain recreational fisheries for trout and landlocked salmon, although wild brook trout 
produced in river tributaries, as well as stocked and wild landlocked salmon originating from Sebago Lake 
make a small contribution to the river fisheries. Fisheries for predominantly stocked trout and salmon 
occur in the tailrace and bypass reaches associated with Eel Weir Dam, North Gorham Dam, Dundee 
Dam, and Mallison Dam. The Eel Weir bypass, located immediately below Sebago Lake, is intensively 
managed for brook trout, although, landlocked Atlantic salmon, and to a lesser extent brown trout are aiso 
stocked. Up to 2,500 trout and salmon have been stocked annually in the Eel Weir Bypass reach. The 
other three bypass reaches that are the focus of current MDIFW stocking programs are managed
7primarily for brown trout and are stocked annually at much lower levels, typically 250 trout per reach. 
Limiting environmental factors and available resources currently preclude opportunities to provide 
season-long recreational fisheries for native salmonid species in some river reaches. In these reaches 
management has favored more tolerant and available nonnative species like brown trout.
MDIFW will be able to manage for resident species as long as suitable minimum/maximum flow releases 
and adequate public access are provided where requested at key locations throughout the watershed. 
The development and enhancement of recreational angling opportunities for both resident and migratory 
fisheries is dependent on suitable minimum/maximum flows in the tailrace and bypass channels and 
mainstem river channel, as well as safe public access.
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The overall goal of the draft fishery management plan is to integrate the fishery management goals of the 
Maine Department of Marine Resources (MDMR), the Maine Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife 
(MDIFW), and the Maine Atlantic Salmon Commission (MASC) so as to cooperatively manage the 
diadromous and resident fishes of the Presumpscot River for optimum habitat utilization, abundance and 
public benefit.
Management objectives (numbers) and strategies (letters) supporting the goal of the fisheries agencies 
are listed by reach below:
Phase la
Reach 1: Smelt Hill Dam to Cumberland Mills Dam, including Forest Lake, Knights Pond, 
Piscataqua River, Highland Lake, and Mill Brook
1) Manage Reach 1 as a migratory pathway for alewife, American eel, American shad, Atlantic salmon 
(smolts and adults), blueback herring, striped bass, and possibly Atlantic sturgeon, rainbow smelt, 
sea-run brook trout, sea-run brown trout, and tomcod.
a) Remove Smelt Hill Dam (anticipated to occur in the summer of 2002).
b) Agencies will continue to consult with MOOT on fish passage through culverts.
2) Manage Reach 1 for sustained production of resident and diadromous species consistent with habitat 
capabilities. Annual production of diadromous species in Reach 1 is estimated to be 12,800 
American shad; 78,000 blueback herring; 147,700-200,000 alewife; 2,310 Atlantic salmon smolts and 
56 adult Atlantic salmon.
a) Identify and map habitat (e.g. spawning, nursery) for selected species as funding is available.
b) Monitor juvenile or adult abundances of selected species as funding is available.
c) Investigate access for alewife at Forest Lake and knight’s Pond.
3) Manage species in accordance with the Atlantic States Marine Fisheries Commission’s (ASMFC) 
Interstate Fisheries Management Plan for Striped Bass, ASMFC's Interstate Fisheries Management 
Plan for American shad and river herring, ASMFC's Interstate Fisheries Management Plan for 
American eel, and Amendment 1 to ASMFC’s Interstate Fishery Management Plan for Atlantic 
sturgeon.
a) implement all regulations, assessment, and reporting requirements found in ASMFC 
management plans.
4) Promote existing and potential commercial fisheries for alewife and American eel.
5) Promote existing and potential recreational angling opportunities for American shad; adult Atlantic 
salmon; striped bass; smallmouth bass; largemouth bass; chain pickerel; yellow perch; white perch; 
brown bullheads; black crappie; and possibly rainbow smelt, sea-run, and resident species of trout, 
which may include brook trout and brown trout in the mainstem. 2
2 Restoration of anadromous species will occur in phases, allowing the fisheries agencies to assess 
potential interactions between resident and anadromous species and changes in fishing opportunities. 
During Phase I, anadromous fish will be restored to Reach 5 (base of Gambo dam). If the three fisheries 
agencies agree, restoration will continue upriver as described.
96) Establish a seasonal recreational fishery for stocked trout in the mainstem.
a) Management is contingent upon availability of adequate public access.
b) Stock legal-size trout, utilizing those species and strains that provide good returns.
7) Manage the West Branch Piscataqua River and Mill Brook for diadromous species and wild brook 
trout. Enhance recreational trout angling opportunities.
a) Augment natural recruitment of a small population of wild brook trout by stocking legal-size trout 
to meet angler use and provide season-long (spring-fail) trout angling opportunities.
8) Manage Forest Lake for diadromous species (American eel and possibly aiewife), existing resident 
species, and establish a coldwater recreational fishery for trout.
a) Management is contingent upon availability of adequate public boat access that is consistent with 
existing watercraft use
b) Develop an annual stocking program to support a put, grow, and take fishery for trout. Brown 
trout would most likely stocked.
9) Manage Highland Lake for diadromous species (American eel and alewife), existing resident species, 
and maintain existing recreational fishery for stocked brown trout and landlocked salmon.
a) MDMR will operate fish passage at Highland Lake from approximately April-November.
b) Maintain existing annual stocking program, utilizing fall yearling landlocked salmon and brown 
trout to provide a put, grow, and take fishery consistent with habitat capabilities.
c) Develop and maintain a quality fishery for smallmouth and largemouth bass.
10) No recreational management for resident species is planned for the East Branch of the Piscataqua 
River or Knights Pond.
Reach 2. Cumberland Dam to Saccarappa Dam
1) Manage Reach 2 as a migratory pathway for American eel, American shad, Atlantic salmon (smolts 
and adults), blueback herring, striped bass and possibly sea-run brook trout and sea-run brown trout.
a) For American eel, upstream passage facilities at Cumberland Dam will be completed two years 
after Smelt Hill Dam is removed.
b) For anadromous species, upstream passage facilities at Cumberland Dam will be completed two 
years after Smelt Hill Dam is removed. Assuming full restoration to the North Gorham Dam the 
upstream facility ultimately should be capable of passing a maximum of approximately 61,100 
American shad and 372,200 blueback herring.
c) Agencies will continue to consult with MDOT on fish passage through culverts.
2) Manage Reach 2 for sustained production of resident and diadromous species consistent with habitat 
capabilities. Annual production of diadromous species in Reach 2 is estimated to be 3,100 American 
shad; 18,800 blueback herring; and 42 adult Atlantic salmon.
a) Identify and map habitat (e.g. spawning, nursery) for selected species as funding is available.
b) Monitor juvenile or adult abundances of selected species as funding is available. 3
3) Manage species in accordance with the Atlantic States Marine Fisheries Commission's (ASMFC) 
Interstate Fisheries Management Plan for Striped Bass, ASMFC’s Interstate Fisheries Management 
Plan for American shad and river herring, and ASMFC's Interstate Fisheries Management Plan for 
American eel.
a) implement all regulations, assessment, and reporting requirements found in ASMFC 
management plans.
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4) Promote existing and potential commercial fisheries for American eel.
5) Promote existing and potential recreational angling opportunities for American shad, adult Atlantic 
salmon, striped bass, smallmouth bass, largemouth bass, chain pickerel, yellow perch, white perch, 
brown bullheads, black crappie, and possibly sea-run brook trout, and sea-run brown trout.
6) Establish a seasonal recreational fishery for stocked trout in the mainstem.
a) Management is contingent upon availability of adequate public access.
b) Stock legal-size trout, utilizing those species and strains that provide good returns.
Reach 3. Saccarappa Dam to Mallison Falls Dam, including Inkhorn Brook, Little River, and Colley-
Wright Brook
1) Manage Reach 3 as a migratory pathway for American eel, American shad, Atlantic salmon {smolts 
and adults), blueback herring, and possibly striped bass, sea-run brook trout and sea-run brown trout.
a) For American eel, upstream passage facilities at Saccarappa Dam will be completed within two 
years of licensing and downstream passage measures3 will be operational within 30 days of 
licensing.
b) For anadromous species, upstream and downstream passage facilities at Saccarappa Dam will 
be completed two years after passage is available at Cumberland Mills Dam3 4. The upstream 
passage should be equipped with a trapping and sorting facility. Assuming full restoration to the 
North Gorham Dam the upstream facility ultimately should be capable of passing a maximum of 
approximately 58,000 American shad and 353,400 blueback herring.
c) Agencies will continue to consult with MDOT on fish passage through culverts.
2) Manage Reach 3 for sustained production of resident and diadromous species consistent with habitat 
capabilities. Annual production of diadromous species in Reach 3 is estimated to be 13,700 
American shad; 83,500 blueback herring; 8,283 Atlantic salmon smolts; and 202 adult Atlantic 
salmon.
a) Identify and map habitat (e.g. spawning, nursery) for selected species as funding is available.
b) Monitor juvenile or adult abundances of selected species as funding is available.
c) Maintain year-round leakage flow (13 cfs) at Saccarappa Dam.
3) Manage species in accordance with the Atlantic States Marine Fisheries Commission's (ASMFC) 
Interstate Fisheries Management Plan for Striped Bass, ASMFC's interstate Fisheries Management 
Plan for American shad and river herring, and ASMFC's Interstate Fisheries Management Plan for 
American eel.
a) Implement all regulations, assessment, and reporting requirements found in ASMFC 
management plans.
3 On the basis of statewide eel harvest data, the fisheries agencies recommend an eight-week shutdown 
for eight hours each night. If the results of a three-year study conducted within the Presumpscot River 
indicate that the duration of the downstream migration is less than eight weeks on average, then the 
shutdown period can be reduced.
4 Upstream and downstream passage for anadromous species will be completed concurrently. However, 
in the event that the fisheries agencies notify the project owner that a sustained annual stocking program 
of anadromous fish above a project has begun or will begin to occur within two years, the downstream 
passage at this project will be constructed within two years of the notification.
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4) Promote existing and potential commercial fisheries for American eel.
5) Promote existing and potential recreational angling opportunities for American shad, adult Atlantic 
salmon, smallmouth bass, largemouth bass, chain pickerel, yellow perch, white perch, brown 
bullheads, black crappie, and possibly striped bass, sea-run brook trout, and sea-run brown trout
6} Establish a year-round fishery for stocked trout in the Mallison Falls tailrace and bypass, or in the 
event of dam removal, any suitable free flowing reaches.
a) Management is contingent upon availability of adequate public access.
b) Stock legal-size trout, which may include brook trout and brown trout.
c) Promulgate supporting regulations.
d) Establish suitable year-round minimum flows at Mallison Falls Dam.
e) Maintain / enhance MDIFW access for stocking.
7) Manage the Little River for diadromous species and wild trout. Enhance recreational trout angling 
opportunities.
a) Augment natural recruitment of a small population of wild brook trout by stocking legal-size trout 
to meet angler use and provide season-long (spring-fall) trout angling opportunities.
8) Manage Coiley-Wright Brook for diadromous species and wild brook trout and brown trout. Provide a 
recreational fishery for brook trout and brown trout commensurate with the small size of this tributary 
and based on results of the MDIFW stocking study.
a) Augment natural recruitment of wiid brook trout by stocking legal-size trout to meet angler use 
and provide season-long (spring-fall) trout angling opportunities.
9) No recreational management for resident species is planned for Inkhorn Brook.
Reach 4. Mallison Falls Dam to Little Falls Dam
1) Manage Reach 4 as a migratory pathway for American eel, American shad, Atlantic salmon (smolts 
and adults), and blueback herring.
a) For American eel, upstream passage facilities at Mallison Falls Dam will be operational within two 
years of licensing and downstream passage measures3 will be operational within 30 days of 
licensing.
b) For anadromous species, upstream and downstream passage facilities at Mallison Falls Dam4 will 
be completed two years after 2,960 American shad or 18,020 blueback herring are passed in any 
single season at the passage facility at Saccarappa. This number represents 20% of the 
estimated production of these species for the reach from Saccarappa Dam to Little Falls Dam. 
Assuming full restoration to the North Gorham Dam the upstream facility ultimately should be 
capable of passing a maximum of approximately 44,300 American shad and 269,900 blueback 
herring.
c) Agencies will continue to consult with MOOT on fish passage through culverts. 2*
2) Manage Reach 4 for sustained production of resident and diadromous species consistent with habitat 
capabilities. Annual production of diadromous species in Reach 4 is estimated to be 1,100 American 
shad; 6,600 blueback herring; and 17 adult Atlantic salmon.
a) Identify and map habitat (e.g. spawning, nursery) for selected species as funding is available.
b) Monitor juvenile or adult abundances of selected species as funding is available.
c) Seek year-round bypass flows of at least 63 cfs at Mallison Falls Dam.
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3) Manage species in accordance with the Atlantic States Marine Fisheries Commission's (ASMFC) 
Interstate Fisheries Management Plan for American shad and river herring, and ASMFC's Interstate 
Fisheries Management Pian for American eel.
a) Implement all regulations, assessment, and reporting requirements found in ASMFC 
management plans.
4) Promote existing and potential commercial fisheries for American eel.
5) Promote existing and potential recreational angling opportunities for American shad, adult Atlantic 
salmon, smallmouth bass, largemouth bass, chain pickerel, yellow perch, white perch, brown 
bullheads, and black crappie.
6) Establish a year-round recreational fishery for stocked trout in the Little Falls tailrace and bypass, or 
in the event of dam removal, any suitable free flowing reaches.
a) Management is contingent upon availability of adequate public access
b) Stock legal-size trout, which may include brook trout and brown trout.
c) Promulgate supporting regulations.
d) Establish suitable year-round minimum flows at Little Falls Dam.
e) Improve MDIFW access for stocking.
Reach 5. Little Falls Dam to Gambo Dam, including Black Brook
1) Manage Reach 5 as a migratory pathway for American eel, American shad, Atlantic salmon (smolts 
and adults), and blueback herring.
a) For American eel, upstream passage facilities at Little Falls Dam will be operational within two 
years of licensing and downstream passage measures3 will be operational within 30 days of 
licensing.
b) For anadromous species, upstream and downstream passage facilities at Little Falls Dam4 will be 
completed two years after 2,960 American shad or 18,020 blueback herring are passed in any 
single season at the passage facility at Saccarappa. This number represents 20% of the 
estimated production of these species for the reach from Saccarappa Dam to Little Falls Dam. 
Assuming full restoration to the North Gorham Dam the upstream facility ultimately should be 
capable of passing a maximum of approximately 43,200 American shad and 263,300 blueback 
herring
c) Agencies will continue to consult with MDOT on fish passage through culverts.
2) Manage Reach 5 for sustained production of resident and diadromous species consistent with habitat 
capabilities. Annual production of diadromous species in Reach 5 is estimated to be 3,100 American 
shad; 19,000 blueback herring; and 15 adult Atlantic salmon.
a) Identify and map habitat (e.g. spawning, nursery) for selected species as funding is available.
b) Monitor juvenile or adult abundances of selected species as funding is available.
c) Maintain year-round leakage flow (26 cfs) at Little Fails Dam.
3) Manage species in accordance with the Atlantic States Marine Fisheries Commission’s (ASMFC) 
Interstate Fisheries Management Plan for American shad and river herring, and ASMFC's Interstate 
Fisheries Management Plan for American eel.
a) Implement all regulations, assessment, and reporting requirements found in ASMFC 
management plans.
4) Promote existing and potential commercial fisheries for American eel.
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5) Promote existing and potential recreational angling opportunities for American shad, adult Atlantic 
salmon, smallmouth bass, largemouth bass, chain pickerel, yeliow perch, white perch, brown 
bullheads, and black crappie.
6) Establish a year-round fishery for stocked trout in the Gambo tailrace and bypass, or in the event of 
dam removal any suitable free flowing reaches.
a) Management is contingent upon availability of adequate public access.
b) Stock legal-size trout, which may include brook trout and brown trout.
c) Promulgate supporting regulations.
d) Establish suitable year-round minimum flows at Gambo Dam.
e) Improve MDIFW access for stocking,
7) Fisheries agencies will begin evaluation of Phase I of the restoration program when 100 American 
shad, blueback herring, or 15 Atlantic salmon are passed into Reach 5. A second phase of 
restoration for American shad and blueback herring will not begin unless agreed to by MDMR,
MDIFW, and MASC.
8) No recreational management for resident species is planned for Black Brook.
Phase II
Reach 6. Gambo Dam to Dundee Dam, including the Pleasant River and Little Sebago Lake
1) Manage Reach 6 as a migratory pathway for American eel, Atlantic saimon (smolts and adults), and 
possibly American shad.
a) For American eel, upstream passage facilities at Gambo Dam will be operational within two years 
of licensing and downstream passage measures3 will be operational within 30 days of licensing.
b) For anadromous species, upstream and downstream passage facilities at Gambo Dam4 will be 
completed two years after 620 American shad or 3,800 blueback herring are passed in any single 
season at the passage facility at Little Fails if all agencies agree to Phase II. This number 
represents 20% of the estimated production of these species for the reach from Little Falls Dam 
to Gambo Dam. Assuming full restoration to the North Gorham Dam the upstream facility 
ultimately should be capable of passing a maximum of approximately 40,100 American shad and 
244,300 blueback herring.
c) Agencies will continue to consult with MOOT on fish passage through culverts.
2) Manage Reach 6 for sustained production of resident and diadromous species consistent with habitat 
capabilities. Annual production of diadromous species in Reach 6 is estimated to be 20,100 
American shad; 122,300 blueback herring; 3,078 Atlantic salmon smolts; and 75 adult Atlantic 
salmon.
a) Identify and map habitat (e.g. spawning, nursery) for selected species as funding is available.
b) Monitor juvenile or adult abundances of selected species as funding is available.
c) Seek year-round bypass flows of at least 40 cfs at Gambo Dam.
3) Manage species in accordance with the Atlantic States Marine Fisheries Commission’s (ASMFC) 
Interstate Fisheries Management Plan for American eel and possibly ASMFC's Interstate Fisheries 
Management Plan American shad and river herring.
a) Implement all regulations, assessment, and reporting requirements found in ASMFC 
management plans.
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4) Promote existing and potential commercial fisheries American eel.
5) Promote existing and potential recreational angling opportunities for smallmouth bass, largemouth 
bass, chain pickerel, yellow perch, white perch, brown bullheads, black crappie, adult Atlantic 
salmon, and possibly American shad.
6) Establish a year-round fishery for stocked trout in the Dundee tailrace and bypass, or in the event of 
dam removal, any suitable free flowing reaches.
a) Management is contingent upon availability of adequate public access 
b} Stock legal-size trout, which may include brook trout and brown trout.
c) Promulgate supporting regulations.
d) Establish suitable year-round minimum flows at Dundee Dam.
e) Improve MDIFW access for stocking.
7) Manage Pleasant River for diadromous species and wild trout. Enhance recreational trout angling 
opportunities.
a) Augment natural recruitment of wild trout by stocking legal-size trout to meet angler use and 
provide season-long (spring-fall) trout angling opportunities.
b) Continue to manage the reach between Route 302 and River Road as "catch-and-reiease".
8) Manage Little Sebago Lake for existing resident species and American eel, maintain existing put- 
grow-take recreational fishery for brown trout, provide a quality recreational fishery for smallmouth 
bass and largemouth bass, and provide a recreational fishery for chain pickerel, yellow perch, white 
perch, and brown builheads.
a) Maintain existing annual stocking program, utilizing fall yearling brown trout to provide a put, 
grow, and take fishery consistent with habitat capabilities.
Reach 7. Dundee Dam to North Gorham Dam
1) Manage Reach 7 as a migratory pathway for American eel, Atlantic salmon (smolts and adults), and
possibly American shad.
a) For American eei, upstream passage facilities at Dundee Dam will be operational within two years 
of licensing and downstream passage measures2 3 will be operational within 30 days of licensing.
b) For anadromous species, upstream and downstream passage facilities at Dundee Dam4 will be 
completed two years after 4,020 American shad or 24,460 blueback herring are passed in any 
single season at the passage facility at Gambo. This number represents 20% of the estimated 
production of these species for the reach from Gambo Dam to Dundee Dam. The upstream 
facility ultimately should be capable of passing a maximum of approximately 20,000 American 
shad and 122,000 biueback herring.
c) Agencies will continue to consult with MOOT on fish passage through culverts,
2) Manage Reach 7 for sustained production of resident and diadromous species consistent with habitat
capabilities. Annual production of diadromous species in Reach 7 is estimated to be 20,000
American shad; 122,000 blueback herring; and 6 adult Atlantic salmon.
a) Identify and map habitat (e.g. spawning, nursery) for selected species as funding is available.
b) Monitor juvenile or adult abundances of selected species as funding is available.
c) Seek year-round bypass flows of at least 57cfs at Dundee Dam.
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3) Manage species in accordance with the Atlantic States Marine Fisheries Commission's (ASMFC) 
Interstate Fisheries Management Plan for American eei and possibly ASMFC’s Interstate Fisheries 
Management Plan American shad and river herring.
a) implement all regulations, assessment, and reporting requirements found in ASMFC 
management plans.
4) Promote existing and potential commercial fisheries for American eel.
5) Promote existing and potential recreational angling opportunities for smallmouth bass, largemouth 
bass, chain pickerel, yellow perch, white perch, brown bullheads, black crappie, adult Atlantic 
salmon, and possibly American shad.
6) Establish a year-round fishery for stocked trout in the North Gorham tailrace and bypass, or in the 
event of dam removal, any suitable free flowing reaches.
a) Stock legal-size trout, which may include brook trout and brown trout.
b) Promulgate supporting regulations.
c) Maintain suitable year-round minimum flows at North Gorham Dam.
Reach 8. North Gorham Dam to Eel Weir Dam, including canal and bypass
1) Manage Reach 8 (bypass) as a migratory pathway for American eel and Atlantic salmon (smolts and 
adults).
a) Request upstream and downstream passage for American eei and Atlantic salmon using 
reopener clause in license.
2) Manage Reach 8 for sustained production of resident and diadromous species consistent with habitat 
capabilities. Annua! production of diadromous species in Reach 8 is estimated to be 2,178 Atlantic 
salmon smolts; and 53 adult Atlantic salmon.
a) Identify and map habitat (e.g. spawning, nursery) for selected species as funding is available.
b) Monitor juvenile or adult abundances of selected species as funding is available.
c) Seek year-round bypass flows at North Gorham Dam.
3) Manage species in accordance with the Atlantic States Marine Fisheries Commission's Interstate 
Fisheries Management Plan for American eel.
a) Implement ail regulations, assessment, and reporting requirements found in ASMFC 
management plans.
4) Promote existing and potential commercial fisheries for American eel.
5) Promote existing and potential recreational angling opportunities for smallmouth bass, largemouth 
bass, chain pickerel, yellow perch, white perch, brown bullheads, black crappie, and Atlantic salmon. 6
6) Continue to intensively manage the popular Eel Weir bypass reach for brook trout and landlocked 
salmon to provide a quality, year-round, high use recreational fishery for trout and saimon.
a) Continued management is contingent upon availability of adequate public access. Stock legal- 
size iandiocked salmon and brook trout of various sizes.
b) Other species of trout may also be stocked, when available.
c) Establish suitable year-round minimum flows at Eel Weir Dam.
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Reach 9. Sebago Lake
1) Manage as a migratory pathway for American eel.
a) For American eel, upstream passage facilities at Eel Weir Dam will be operational within two 
years of licensing and downstream passage measures will be operational within 30 days of 
licensing.
2) Manage for sustained production of resident species and American eel consistent with habitat 
capabilities.
3) Manage in accordance with the Atlantic States Marine Fisheries Commission's Interstate Fisheries 
Management Plan for American eel.
a) Implement all regulations, assessment, and reporting requirements found in the ASMFC 
management plan.
4) Promote existing and potential commercial fisheries for American eel.
5) Provide a quality recreational fishery for an indigenous population of landlocked salmon and an 
introduced population of lake trout. Landlocked salmon are stocked annually to augment natural 
recruitment from the Crooked and Northwest rivers; The lake trout fishery is sustained entirely 
through recruitment from natural reproduction. The lake boasts a reputation for its world-class 
fishery, which is characterized by high angler use. The quality and condition of this fishery is critically 
dependant upon a healthy rainbow smelt forage base.
a) Stock spring yearling landlocked salmon at a rate and frequency dictated by the availability and 
abundance of rainbow smelt.
b) Implement measures to restore the rainbow smelt population.
c) Promulgate supporting regulations.
6) Provide a quality warmwater fishery for smallmouth and largemouth bass, as well as secondary 
fisheries for cusk, white perch, lake whitefish, chain pickerel, brown bullhead, and black crappie.
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Identification of Issues and Recommendations
The MDIFW is concerned that proposed stocking, possible natural reproduction, and/or sport fishery 
prohibition for sea-run Atlantic salmon may adversely impact current or proposed resident coldwater 
fishery management programs. Angling regulations for Atlantic salmon could unnecessarily impact 
popular, well-established resident fisheries by complicating species identification or forcing closure of 
certain stretches of the mainstem Presumpscot River or tributaries to protect sea-run Atlantic salmon. 
MDIFW is also concerned that sea-run Atlantic salmon could compete with resident coldwater fisheries for 
limited forage and seasonal habitat, reducing the effectiveness of MDIFW stocking programs designed to 
enhance trout angling opportunities.
In addition, the MDIFW has identified Forest Lake as a potential site of an alewife-coldwater fishery 
interaction concern, however, MDIFW does not object to the introduction of alewives into Forest Lake. A 
lack of suitable public boating access to the lake currently precludes MDIFW from stocking and managing 
for cold water sportfish. A coldwater fishery program could be initiated once public boating access is 
provided to the lake. If a program is initiated, MDIFW may request that MDMR reduce the alewife­
stocking rate if it is determined that an abundance of sea-run alewives is adversely impacting resident 
sportfish forage populations.
The MASC is concerned about by-catch mortalities of sea-run Atlantic salmon in areas where MDIFW 
stocks large catchabfe-size salmonids. Potential negative interspecific interactions could occur where 
there are wild and/or stocked resident salmonids co-habiting with sea-run Atlantic salmon. The MASC is 
especially concerned with releases of non-endemic salmonids (e.g. brown trout and rainbow trout) as 
these species could negatively impact natural production of sea-run Atlantic salmon by competing for 
prey items and living space. Additionally, larger non-endemic salmonids could prey upon juvenile sea-run 
Atlantic salmon reducing populations of sea-run Atlantic salmon and compromising long-term survival to 
the smolt life stage.
The three agencies also considered potential impacts of non-native or undesirable species, such as 
gizzard shad and lampreys, if access is provided to upstream reaches of the Presumpscot River. The 
level of concern associated with this issue does not preclude the attainment of management goals 
identified in this document. The potential for negative interactions between resident fish and some non­
native or undesirable species could occur in the following areas within the Presumpscot River drainage: 
Highland Lake, Forest Lake, Gambo impoundment, Dundee impoundment, North Gorham Pond, and 
Sebago Lake. Except for Sebago Lake, North Gorham Pond, and Dundee Pond, MDIFW concerns in the 
aforementioned areas can be addressed by adopting reasonable safeguards to minimize the opportunity 
for the introduction of undesirable species when addressing passage needs for migratory species 
identified in this document. MDIFW does not support upstream passage into Sebago Lake (except for 
American eels), and has additional concerns regarding passage into North Gorham and Dundee ponds.
Notwithstanding the aforementioned management concerns, there is agreement between the MDIFW, the 
MASC, and the MDMR that management issues will be resolved for the mutual benefit of all programs. 
The agencies agree to meet at least annually to review progress and foster continued interagency 
cooperation.
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Table 1. Location and description of dams on the Presumpscot River.
Dam Miles from Casco Bay Description
Eel Weir Dam 26.0 FERC Project No 2984
North Gorham Dam 23.65 FERC Project No 2519
Dundee Dam 21.87 FERC Project No 2942
Gambo Dam 18.63 FERC Project No 2931
Little Falls Dam 16.92 FERC Project No 2941
Mallison Fails Dam 16.37 FERC Project No 2932
Saccarappa Dam 10.8 FERC Project No 2897
Cumberland Mills Dam 9.6 Non-jurisdictiona! (non-hydropower)
Smelt Hill Dam 2.5 Inactive project at head-of-tide
Table 2. Order-of-magnitude estimates of fish production by river reach, which includes 
production in tributaries and iakes/ponds.
Reach
Shad
98.9/acre
Blueback herring 
600/acre
Alewife
235/acre
Salmon
smolts
Salmon
Adults3
8. North Gorham to Eel Weir 2,178 53 (5)
7. Dundee to North Gorham 20,000 122,000 (6)
6. Gambo to Dundee 20,100 122,300 3,078 75 (14)
5. Little Falls to Gambo 3,100 19,000 (15)
4. Mallison Falls to Little Falls 1,100 6,600 (17)
3. Saccarappa to Mallison Falls 13,700 83,500 8,283 202 (39)
2. Cumberland Mills to Saccarappa 3,100 18,800 (42)
1. Smelt Hill to Cumberland Mills 12,800 78,000 147,700b 2,310 56 (52)
a These numbers represent the spawning requirement, that is, the number of returning adult salmon 
needed to maintain the run; the number in parentheses is an estimate of the sport catch of salmon.
b if aiewives are able to reach Knight’s Pond and Forest Lake, the total run size might approach 200,000 
adult spawners.
Job 1-4
"Job Number & Title: #F-41-R-8(4)
Shad Restoration
Job Objective: To restore American shad to the Kennebec, Androscoggin, Saco, and Medomak
Rivers
(a) Summary: Approximately 4.53 million eggs > 2 mm were obtained from tank-spawning at the 
Waldoboro shad. Obtaining eggs by strip-spawning American shad from the Connecticut River 
has been discontinued. Eggs in the tank-spawning system were produced by 164 adults shad 
from the Merrimack River, 274 from the Saco River, 13 from the Kennebec and Sebasticook 
rivers, and one from the Androscoggin River. Approximately 1.5 million shad fry were stocked in 
the Kennebec River; 619,000 in the Sebasticook River; 309,000 in the Androscoggin River, and
315,000 in the Saco River. An additional 5,496 fingerlings were released at the Augusta boat 
ramp and 1,175 fingerlings were released at the Hallowei! boat ramp. Fry are released in the 
Saco as mitigation for use of Saco adults for broodstock.
(b) Target Date: 2003
(c) Status of Progress: On schedule
(d) Significant Deviations: None
(e) Recommendations: Obtain more shad broodstock from rivers within the Gulf of Maine 
(Merrimack River, Saco River, Kennebec River, Sebasticook River, and Androscoggin River.
(f) Cost: $100,408
(g) Data Presentation & Discussion:
Background
Restoration of American shad in Maine began with the stocking of adults in the Androscoggin 
River in 1985 and the Kennebec River in 1987. In 1992, the Time & Tide Resource Conservation 
& Development Council and the Maine Department of Marine Resources established a pilot shad 
hatchery for the production of shad fry. Since 1992, the hatchery has undergone two expansions 
designed to increase the production of fry for stocking.
The shad hatchery project is a cooperative effort between the Department of Marine Resources 
(DMR), Kennebec River Hydro Developers Group (KHDG), Time & Tide Mid-Coast Fisheries 
Development Project (Time & Tide), and the Town of Waldoboro. Time & Tide is a nonprofit 
organization established by the to receive and expend funds for resource enhancement projects 
in Maine’s mid-coast-area. In 2001, the shad hatchery operation was under the supervision of 
contractual consultant Samuel Chapman, who gained expertise in culture techniques while 
employed as an Aquaculture Specialist with the University of Maine.
The shad hatchery is located in Waldoboro, Maine. From 1992 to 1997, it consisted of an 18’ x 
19’ aluminum building that housed incubators and tanks, a large storage building, and three 
adjacent earthen ponds. In 1997, DMR and Time & Tide obtained funds from the Maine Outdoor 
Heritage Fund and the KHDG to expand the hatchery. The large storage building was renovated 
to house the expanded hatchery, the number of fry incubation tanks was increased from two to 
six, and one tank spawning system was constructed. In 1999, DMR and Time & Tide obtained 
funds from the Maine Outdoor Heritage Fund and the KHDG for additional renovations at the 
hatchery and the construction of two more tank spawning systems. Details of the hachery 
operation can be found in the Waldoboro Shad Hatchery: 2001 Annual Report (Appendix A).
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Sources of eggs and broodstock
Two significant changes regarding sources of eggs and broodstock were made in 2001. First, 
DMR decided to discontinue collecting eggs for the hatchery by strip-spawning American shad 
from the Connecticut River. Second, DMR decided to discontinue collecting adult shad for the 
hatchery from the Connecticut River, and instead use adult shad collected from the Merrimack 
River. The decision to use Merrimack shad for broodstock was made for several reasons. The 
shad population in the Merrimack has risen dramatically in recent years, and the Merrimack River 
TAC believes that removal of a relatively small number of fish by the State of Maine for 
broodstock will not negatively impact the run. In addition, shad mortality/morbidity will be reduced 
because transportation time will be reduced by about 50%. Finally, biological traits (e.g. run 
timing, % repeat spawners) of Merrimack shad should be more similar to existing stocks of Maine 
shad because the Merrimack and other Gulf of Maine rivers are within the same biogeographical 
region (delineation is at Cape Cod),
The Merrimack River TAC recommended that DMR conduct a feasibility study in 2001, primarily 
because the collection facility on the Merrimack requires more personnel than the one on the 
Connecticut. DMR agreed to this recommendation, and obtained 224 adult American shad from 
the Merrimack River in 2001. A sample of 60 fish was sacrificed for fish health testing. The 
remaining 175 fish were transported to the Waldoboro shad hatchery, however, 11 fish died 
during transport (6% mortality). While in the tank spawning system, the 164 shad produced 58.24 
liters of eggs > 2mm, the equivalent of 3,216,715 eggs with an average viability of 78.5%. A total 
of 1,747,540 fry were stocked, and 144 adults were released alive.
Adult shad aiso were collected from the Saco River, the Androscoggin River, the Kennebec River 
and the Sebasticook River for use as broodstock in the hatchery. A total of 276 adult shad were 
obtained from the Cataract Lift on the Saco; two fish died during transport (<1% mortality). The 
248 shad delivered to the hatchery between June 1 and July 6 produced 9.36 liters of eggs > 
2mm, equivalent to 475,280 eggs with an average viability of 78.5%. A second batch of 18 Saco 
shad produced no viable eggs. Approximately 313, 560 fry were stocked into the Saco River, and 
the remainder were released elsewhere. Thirteen shad were obtained from the Kennebec and 
Sebasticook rivers and five were obtained from the Brunswick Fishway on the Androscoggin 
River. All but one of the Androscoggin fish died during transport. The remaining 14 fish were 
placed together in the small spawning tank, but did not produce viable eggs. They were later 
combined with broodstock from other rivers and the mixed group produced 7.84 liters of eggs > 2 
mm, equivalent to 545,659 eggs with an average 86% viability. A total of 436,995 fry were 
stocked and 70 adults released alive.
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Table 1. Transfers of American shad broodstock to the shad hatchery, 2001.
Number Number of Number
River of origin Trapping site Date loaded mortalities delivered
Merrimack Essex Lift 5/28/01 52 0 52
Merrimack Essex Lift 5/31/01 80 1 79
Merrimack Essex Lift 6/14/01 43 10 33
Subtotal 175 11 164
Saco Cataract Lift 6/1/01 67 0 67
Saco Cataract Lift 6/6/01 22 0 22
Saco Cataract Lift 6/14/01 42 2 40
Saco Cataract Lift 6/19/01 81 0 81
Saco Cataract Lift 6/27/01 15 0 15
Saco Cataract Lift 6/29/01 31 0 31
Saco Cataract Lift 7/21/00 18 0 18
Subtotal 276 2 274
Kennebec/Sebasticook below Lockwood 6/11/01 3 0 3
Kennebec/Sebasticook 6/12/01 1 0 1
Kennebec/Sebasticook 6/18/01 1 0 1
Subtotal 13 0 13
Androscoggin Brunswick Ladder 6/15/01 5 4 1
Subtotal 5 4 1
Grand total 470 17a 452
a -  Represents a 3.6% trucking mortality
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Table 2. Summary of American shad fry stocking, 2001.
Date Fry % Number
stocked Source Tank Incubator hatched Batch total survival stocked Stocking location
6/21 Saco Saco-1 S1 18,197
6/21 Saco Saco-1 S2 34,745
6/21 Saco Saco-1 S3 37,646
6/21 Saco Saco-1 S4 98,600
6/21 Saco Saco-1 S5 139,371 328,560 95.4 313,560 Saco
7/2 Merrimac Merr-1 M1 112,477
7/2 Merrimac Merr-1 M2 88,167
7/2 Merrimac Merr-1 M3 163,117
7/2 Merrimac Merr-1 M4 310,033 673,794 45.8 308,596 Androscoggin
7/2 Merrimac Merr-2 M5 42,194
7/2 Merrimac Merr-2 M6a 301,069
7/2 Merrimac Merr-2 M6b 117,417 460,680 87.0 400,847 Kennebec
7/3 Merrimac Merr-4 M9 177,357
7/3 Merrimac Merr-4 M10a 110,820
7/3 Merrimac Merr-4 M10b 119,686
7/3 Merrimac Merr-4 M11 110,544
7/3 Merrimac Merr-4 M12 49,740
7/3 Merrimac Merr-4 M13 60,519 628,666 70.1 440,647 Kennebec
7/3 Merrimac Merr-3 M7 304,670
7/3 Merrimac Merr-3 M8 163,054 467,724 87.6 409,774 Sebasticook
7/5 Merrimac Saco-2 M14 81,915
7/5 Merrimac Saco-2 M15 86,842
7/5 Saco Saco-2 S6 25,906
7/5 Saco Saco-2 S7 4,750
7/5 Saco Saco-2 S8 20,384
7/5 Saco Saco-2 S9 13,190 232,987 99.9 232,854 Kennebec
7/11 Merrimac Merr-5 M16 35,361
7/11 Merrimac Merr-5 M17 30,576
7/11 Merrimac Merr-5 M18 43,649
7/11 Merrimac Merr-5 M19 28,401
7/11 Merrimac Merr-5 M20 16,274
7/11 Merrimac Merr-5 M21 33,949 188,209 99.7 187,677 Kennebec
7/18 SKM MM 1 MM 1 45,770
7/18 SKM MM 1 MM2 70,272
7/18 SKM MM 1 MM3 42,773
7/18 SKM MM 1 MM 4 10,905
7/18 SKM MM 1 MM 5 43,148 212,867 98.2 209,106 Sebasticook
7/30 SKM MM2 MM 6 29,744
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7/30 SKM MM2 MM7 28,223
7/30 SKM MM2 MM8 70,237
7/30 SKM MM2 MM9 20,447 148,650 90.3 134,212 Kennebec
8/3 SKM MM3 MM10 26,793
8/3 SKM MM3 MM11 50,984
8/3 SKM MM3 MM12 24,499 102,276 91.6 93,676 Kennebec
Total 3,444,413 2,730,949
Table 6. Summary of Waldoboro Shad Hatchery Fry Stocking
Location 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996
Kennebec River
Sidney boat ramp 4,000
Waterville boat ramp 
Fort Halifax park 
Hydro-Kennebec boat ramp 
Mil! Island Park
180,000 57,000 375,467 702,808
Fairfield boat ramp 
Below Shawmut dam
Sebasticook River
. Below Burnham dam 
Above Burnham dam
320,000
Medomak River
Medomak Pond 20,000 169,566 325,636
Medomak River 
Saco River 
Below Bar Mills 
Androscoggin River
200,000 55,000 6,000
Auburn boat launch
Total 200,000 235,000 87,000 545,033 1,348,444
Location 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001
Kennebec River
Sidney boat ramp 349,974 421,408
Waterville boat ramp 1,134,934 932,408 374,243
Fort Halifax park 792,733
Hydro-Kennebec boat ramp 1,646,595
Mill Isiand Park 644,312
Fairfield boat ramp 386,930 535,059
Below Shawmut dam 1,522,752 954,854
Sebasticook River
Below Burnham dam 474,313 744,163 466,731 500,004 209,106
Above Burnham dam 372,337 409,773
Medomak River
Medomak Pond 191,600 260,573 17,251
Medomak River 145,894
Saco River
5
Below Bar Mills 
Androscoggin River
484,635 408,525 151,774 259,090 313,560
Auburn boat launch 316,967 529,558 .308,596
Total 2,635,456 2,767,077 3,345,898 4,781,273 2,730,948
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INTRODUCTION
In 1992, the Time and Tide Resource Conservation and Development Area Council, in cooperation with and 
financed by the Maine Department of Marine Resources, established a pilot shad hatchery in the town of 
Waldoboro, Maine. This operation was run in an 18’ x 19’ aluminum shed that had no running water or sanitary 
facilities. Water for the hatchery’s operation was piped in from an artesian well overflow 325’ from the site. The 
technology was adopted from the Susquehanna River Van Dyke Shad Hatchery and proved to be very sound and 
reliable. The Waldoboro Hatchery has successfully operated from 1992 to 2000 and during that period provided 
13,295,073 fry for distribution by the DMR.
In 1997, the Maine Department of M arine Resources’ Stock Enhancement Division (DMR-SED^ received 
funds from The Maine Outdoor Heritage Fund to increase production capacity and implement new in-house 
technology for obtaining eggs from adult shad held in a spawning tank system at the Waldoboro Hatchery.
These funds, administered through the Time and Tide Resource Conservation Area Council, allowed a 
complete renovation of the Waldoboro Hatchery and the installation of a recirculating spawning system. This 
new tank spawning system increased total egg availability and boosted hatchery production from an annual 
average of 600,000 to 2,700,000 during the 1997 season. In 1998, this system produced 3,660,739 shad eggs.
In 1999, the DMR-SED received another grant from The Maine O utdoor Heritage Fund and matched it with 
money from the Kennebec River Restoration Fund in order to create space to add two more tank-spawning 
systems for increased shad egg production at the hatchery. The first system was installed in time for the 1999 
season and the second was installed at the end of that season, when funds became available. With the addition 
of one more spawning system in 1999, the number of eggs produced was increased to 4,142,122. In 2000, after 
the second system was installed, the total number of eggs produced increased to 6,917,407. These eggs, in 
combination with 3,314,882 from the Connecticut River egg take, resulted in the stocking of 4,781,273 shad
fry in 2000.
The additional two tank-spawning systems, coupled with a year’s experience in their operation, has provided 
an increased production of eggs and the new capability of maintaining Saco River shad as a river specific
spawning group.
BASIC HATCHERY CULTURE SYSTEM
Well water to the culture area comes through a raised head tank, a bank of four separate tanks, which provides 
constant low-pressure gravity fed water through a 2” PVC pipe system.
Head T anks Over flow return
Water coming into the building goes through a 50-micron filter and a UV sterilizer before entering the head tank. 
The tank is built on a shelf close to the ceiling in order to provide water pressure and height for the pipes above the
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culture tanks. Excess flow to the head tanks is allowed to return to a bio-filter recirculation tank where it is mixed 
with new water coming into the building, heated, aerated, and pumped back up into the head tanks. Seven 6’ 
diameter x 3’ deep fiberglass tanks were constructed locally and are positioned under the pipe system in a floor plan 
that allows easy access for culture and cleaning. Plastic upwelling incubators sit on tables beside the tanks. Newly 
hatched fry swim up to the top o f the incubators and are automatically drained into the fry culture tanks. Shad fry are 
held in the tanks 10-20 days after hatching and need to be fed. Brine shrimp are the main shad fry diet and a system 
to conveniently feed all the tanks is needed. Two fiberglass 125-gallon, conical bottom tanks were set up to provide 
the hatched brine shrimp for the fry. A 250-gallon fiberglass tank holds a day’s supply of brine shrimp and is 
connected to a system of pipes, valves, and a timer that automatically feeds a plentiful diet of newly hatched shrimp 
over a 22-hour period to all the culture tanks at once. The fiberglass tanks used to culture the shad fry are 6’ in 
diameter and 3’ deep, with a slight slope to the center drain. This drain is a threaded 2” fitting that is designed to 
accept a 2” standpipe, which in turn maintains the tank water level. All water flow out of the fry culture tanks is 
filtered and piped into the outflow end of the head tank bio-filter recirculation system. If a water crisis should 
develop, the larval culture tanks can be put into a temporary recirculation loop through the bio-filter tank with no 
stress to the fish in the tanks.
Tank effluent normally drains to a nearby pond, but the drain arrangement may be changed by opening and closing a 
series of valves in order to allow fry that are ready to be stocked to drain directly into the stocking tank on the bed of 
a % -ton pickup.
TANK SPAWNING SETUP
The system consists of one 12’ and two 15’ diameter x 4’ deep adult shad holding tanks that gravity drain into 
separate 3’x 3’ x 8’ bio-fllter tanks from which treated water is pumped back into the spawning tanks at a rate of 
approximately 30 gallons per minute. Depending upon its size, each round spawning tank receives 5-7.5 gallons per 
minute o f new water. Each bio-filter tank is now fitted with three 3000-watt stainless steel immersion heaters, each 
set o f which provides as much heating capacity as a standard 30,000 BTU, 40-gallon home hot water heater. The 
previous use of 4000 watts of immersion heaters was an undersized heating capacity for maintaining optimal tank 
spawning temperatures early in the season. Each bio-filter tank has had its degassing capabilities augmented with the 
addition of aeration towers with extra surface-to-water enhancing media.
Because shad eggs sink, the spawning tank has to drain from the center bottom. To accomplish this, an 8” plastic 
collar is placed around the 4” overflow. This collar causes the water to drain from the center bottom of the tank, 
carrying along with it any eggs that naturally drift to the center. Water coming from the spawning tank enters the 
bio-filter tank through a 3” pipe tee that is drilled full of VC holes and acts as a muffler in slowing down the water 
velocity and evenly diffusing water currents. Knitted polyethylene bags o f !/2 mm mesh are tied onto both legs of the 
water muffler to collect the eggs released by the adult shad. The bags are changed each morning and the collected 
eggs placed in incubators.
TANK SPAWNING SYSTEM 
2000 OPERATION:
The system was operated in the manner described in the 1999 report. The eggs from the tank spawning systems were 
produced without the use of hormones.
QUALITY OF BROODSTOCK:
Broodstock adult shad transported to the hatchery by truck can exhibit obvious bruising about the head and inside 
the eyes, as well as severe scale loss. Any incoming shad that exhibit bruising about the head are either DOA or die 
soon after being transferred to the spawning tank. In addition to the bruised and traumatized shad, there is a 
significant percentage that are lightly battered and descaled. These shad soon become festooned with heavy patches 
of fungus and eventually die. Careful selection by the transport crew of only vigorous and blemish-free fish has 
shown to have a dramatic positive effect on the overall survival of the transported shad.
Having the additional two 15’ diameter tank spawning systems allowed a separation of the Connecticut and Saco 
River origin shad at the hatchery. This enabled hatchery personnel to observe a difference in survival rates between 
the two populations. In 2000, it was clear that the handling during capture was a major factor in the survival of the 
broodstock shad after they were introduced into the hatchery tank spawning systems. The Saco River shad arrived in 
very good condition, exhibiting minimal scale loss and very little of the bruising/open sores that often develop from 
the capture and transport process. The Connecticut River shad arrived at the hatchery in a battered and bruised
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condition, with many open lesions about their bodies. Survival to the end o f the spawning season of the Saco River 
shad was 85 out of 144 (58%), while survival o f the Connecticut River shad was 7 out of 222 (3.2%).
The ME-1F&W Fish Health Laboratory was asked to examine the spawning tank mortalities of 2000. The state 
pathologist determined that the same bacteria as in 1999, vibrio and pseudomonas, were present. Also as in 1999, 
the infections in the shad were attributed to open lesions being a pathway for bacterial invasion. Despite being kept 
in well water while at the hatchery, large numbers of glochidia were found on the gills of the Connecticut River shad 
in the hatchery in 2000. This indicates that massive mortality due to glochidia on the shad gills in 1999 may be 
attributed to the glochidia infecting the shad in the Connecticut River and not coming from the hatchery water, as 
thought at that time. Due to a better understanding of the spawning tank operation in 2000, the rate of broodstock 
mortality was reduced, allowing for an increased egg production from CT River shad.
EGG VIABILITY
It has been noticed that some batches of eggs exhibit low viability due to the presence of small immature eggs.
These eggs contribute to nutrient loading and the promotion of fungal growth in the egg incubators, which would be 
lessened if the small eggs were removed. From 1998-2000, all eggs delivered to or produced at the hatchery are 
sieved on a variety of mesh sizes. Past investigation has revealed that most eggs <2mm are not viable. Generally, 
only the eggs that are retained on a 2mm screen are selected for incubation.
The viability of eggs >2mm in the first six deliveries from the CT River egg take averaged 60.2%. Because of this 
generally low viability, it was decided to try using a 0.45% saline solution in the fertilization process. Instead of the 
typical filtered river water, 0.45% irrigation saline was added to the egg and sperm mixture to initiate sperm 
motility. When this technique was employed on the second to last batch o f eggs of the season, it resulted in viability 
of 91%. The last batch of eggs was also fertilized using a 0.45% saline solution, as well as being hardened and 
shipped in a 0.45% saline solution. The viability o f the last batch of eggs was 74%.
ENUMERATION OF CULTURE TANK MORTALITY
During the 2000 hatchery season, the waste that is routinely siphoned from the bottom of the culture tanks was 
sampled to determine larval mortality after hatching and up to the point o f stocking. Individual tanks were/are not 
cleaned daily. It takes several days for detritus to develop and show on a tank bottom; therefore, the time interval 
varies from one batch of larvae to the next. When a tank was cleaned, the bottom waste from one culture tank was 
siphoned into several plastic buckets and diluted to 15 liters in each bucket. The contents of a bucket were 
suspended by mixing with an open hand. While a bucket was being mixed, three 10 ml samples were removed and 
emptied into three individual petri dishes. The live and dead larvae were counted separately, but both were counted 
as mortality. An average of the three samples, live and dead, was determined as larvae per milliliter. The number of 
mortalities per bucket was estimated by multiplying the average of the three samples by 15,000. Finally, total 
mortality was estimated as the sum of the means of all the buckets.
When a culture tank standpipe screen was changed, its outside was rinsed into a bucket and the same method that 
was used to determine mortality from tank bottom waste was used to determine the number of dead larvae removed 
from the screen. Note sheets on the individual bucket and tank counts were not kept and that data is not available.
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HATCHERY PRODUCTION SUMMARY FOR 2000
Normandeau Egg Take:
. A total o f 73.725 liters of eggs taken from netted Connecticut River shad were received at the hatchery. These 
73.725 liters represented a total of 3,314,882 shad eggs, 656,250 of which were <2mm and 2,658,616 >2mm. As 
noted previously, eggs <2mm are generally unviable, immature eggs. The eggs >2mm had an average viability of 
59.1 % that produced 1,677,928 fry at hatch. Due to the volume of eggs handled and the limited number of culture 
tanks at the Waldoboro Hatchery, the Normandeau egg take fry were combined with other Connecticut River fry 
produced at the hatchery, it is not possible to give an unambiguous number of fry produced from the Normandeau 
eggs (Table 1).
Waldoboro Hatchery Tank Spawning System:
Saco River Shad - 15’ MOHF tank (Fall 1999)
A totai of 144 Saco River adult shad were delivered to the hatchery for tank spawning in three shipments: June 12 
(81), June 30 (41), and July 22 (22). During the time the Saco River broodstock were in the hatchery system, they 
produced 42.059 liters of eggs. This volume represented a total of 3,040,910 eggs: 1,037,775 <2mm and 2,003,135 
>2mm. The eggs <2mm are considered unviable and were thus discarded. The eggs >2mm had an average viability 
of 83.48% that produced 1,685,908 fry at hatch. These fry were cultured in segregated tanks from shad of other river 
origins. After enumerating culture tank losses, 1,572,517 fry were stocked (Table 2).
Kennebec River Shad -  12’ MOHF tank (1997)
A total of 25 Kennebec River adult shad were delivered to the hatchery between June 1 and June 22. They were 
delivered in several trips: June 1 (3), June 12 (2), June 13 (5), June 15 (3), June 20 (7), and June 22 (5). On June 23, 
Connecticut River adult shad were added to the Kennebec River shad being held at the hatchery. While segregated, 
the Kennebec River shad produced 5.294 liters of eggs, representing 356,364 eggs. From June 10 to June 16, six 
batches of eggs were collected. They were measured and found to be i 12 to 130 eggs per 10”. Those eggs that 
ranged from 112 to 119 eggs per 10” were just barely retained on a 2mm sieve and upon examination, were 
determined to be developing, but still immature eggs. Since these eggs are dribbled out of the adult shad as they 
swim around in the tanks and are not a part of any spawning process, their role in determining overall egg viability 
is disregarded. Another source of <2mm immature eggs, from the females that die during the spawning process, are 
observed dropping from the females when they are removed from the tank. These eggs are always <2mm and 
immature. The eggs produced in these six batches amounted to 71,026 eggs and 19.9% of the total produced.
From June 17 to June 23, five batches of eggs were produced from spawning activity and contained viable eggs 
>2mm, varying in size from 84 to 92 eggs per 10”; unviable eggs <2mm measured 130+ eggs per 10” . These five 
batches were used to determine overall viability of the Kennebec River shad broodstock. 3n total, these five batches 
resulted in 198,188 eggs >2mm, which had an average viability of 86.2% and produced 178,871 fry. Additionally, 
87,150<2mm eggs were produced, but were deemed unviable and discarded. Due to the volume of eggs handled and 
the limited number of culture tanks in the Waldoboro Hatchery, the Kennebec River fry were combined with 
Connecticut River fry produced at the hatchery. While it is not possible to give an unambiguous number o f fry 
stocked from the Kennebec River eggs, the tank batch they were combined with may be traced to the river of 
stocking (Table 3).
Connecticut/ Kennebec River Mixed Broodstock - 15’ tank (NFWF funds, 3999)
A total of 222 live Connecticut River shad were combined with 22 Kennebec River shad and produced 59.005 liters 
of eggs. This volume represents a total of 4,914,272 eggs, 2,476,248 >2mm and 2,438,024 <2mm. The eggs >2mm 
had an average viability of 66.6% that produced 1,827,31 1 fry at hatching. The eggs <2mm were unviable and 
discarded. Due to the volume of eggs handled, the limited number of culture tanks, and the desire to maintain pure 
tanks of Saco fry, the Normandeau egg take fry were combined with Kennebec River and other Connecticut River 
fry produced at the hatchery. It is not possible to give an unambiguous number of fry stocked from the Connecticut 
River source eggs produced in the Waldoboro Hatchery spawning systems (Table 4).
Fry Stocking Summary:
Kennebec & Sebasticook Rivers 3,846,731
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Saco River 259,090
Androscoggin River 529,558
Medomak River 145,545*
*The observed number.stocked does not match this figure
POND CULTURE
No shad fry were intentionally removed and stocked into the ponds for rearing. The fall fingerlings produced are the 
result of either fry escaping from the hatchery culture tanks or from live fry caught when mortalities were 
enumerated in the waste sampling buckets.
The fry culture tanks have a 500-micron nylon screen that fits tightly over the tank standpipe in order to prevent the 
fry from escaping down the drains. Even so, there have been and continue to be, numbers of fry that get through the 
screening and make it into the drains and ponds. Sometimes when the standpipe screens are changed, a few larvae 
escape into the drains.
The mortality enumeration process counted both the dead and live larvae removed. Sometimes it was possible to 
return to a fry tank “some” of the larvae that could be observed swimming near the surface of the water in the 
enumeration buckets. Sometimes it was not possible to remove and return any of the larvae to a culture tank. There 
was no counting done of the fry returned to a tank or those left in with the dead and dumped into Pond #1. The 
numbers generated during the enumeration process were not kept, so it is not possible to provide an estimate of fry 
added to the ponds.
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR 2001
1. The positive role of Ca, Na, and Mg ions in the fertilization process has been demonstrated in other fish species. 
General water hardness may play a role in fertilization success, embryo development, and as a stress mitigation 
in older fish. When NaCl was used in the fertilization water of net egg take eggs in 2000, a much higher 
viability was attained. In 2001, all net egg take eggs should be fertilized in a 0.45% NaCl-CaCl, 50-50 solution. 
The exact proportions are not critical. The eggs should then be processed as they normally are and shipped in 
regular (unsalted) filtered river water. The NaCl-CaCl saline solution can be prepared from industrial grade salts 
ahead of time in convenient handling volumes and will add negligible cost to the operation in either time or 
money.
2. The DMR-SED transport crew should be given the license to pick and choose high quality adult shad for 
transport and the fish lift operation staff should be informed of this. 3
3. Strategies for obtaining shad broodstock for the hatchery tank spawning systems should be worked out ahead of 
time and be in place in time to put adult shad in the spawning systems as early as possible. Adult pathology 
sampling should be performed on the first 60 shad at the Holyoke fish lift. Adult shad should be provided to the 
hatchery before in-system stocking is accomplished.
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TABLE 1. Connecticut River Net Egg Take Data
Date Incubator M!s es2s E22S/10” E22s/!iter Total e22S % Viability # Frv hatch
31 -May A 7500>2mm 74 29,063 217,962 67 146,035
250<2mm 130+ 150,000 37,500 0 0
1-Jun B 7650>2mm 78 32,547 248,984 83 205,910
450<2mm 130+ 150,000 67,500 0 0
C 7500>2mm 78 32,547 244,102 83 201,872
2-Jun D 9000>2mm ' 82 39,378 354,402 40 141,406
550<2mm 130+ 150,000 82,500 0 0
3-Jun E 8800>2mm 80 36,611 322,176 74 238,410
400<2mm 130+ 150,000 60,000 0 0
5-Jun F 5500>2mm 85 43,521 239,365 23 54,096
475<2mm 130+ 150,000 71,250 0 0
G 5500>2mm 85 43,521 239,365 23 54,096
6-Jun H 4700>2mm 76 31,090 146,123 75 109,592
350<2mm 130+ 150,000 52,500 0 0
I 4700 76 31,090 146,123 75 109,592
10-Jun J 5100>2mm 88 48,912 249,451 91s 227,000
400<2mm 130+ 150,000 60,000 0 0
11-Jun K3 3400>2mrn 101 73,695 250,563 742 185,417
L3 1500<2mm 130+ 150,000 225,000 22 4,500
fi = 594 1 =  1,677,928
1 0.045% NaCl used at fertilization
2 0.45% NaCl used at fertilization, hardening, and shipping
3 K and L were shipped as one batch of eggs, but sieved and incubated separately
4 Mean viability of eggs >2mm
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TABLE 2. Saco River Egg and Fry Production
D a t e #  A d u l t  S h a d I n c u b a t o r M i s  e s s s E s s s / l O ” 5 E p p s / l i t e r 5 T o t a l  e a e s %  V i a b i l i t y #  F r v  h a t c h
32-Jun 81
13-Jun 81 1 132 105 83,402 11,009 0 0
160 130 150,000 24,000 0 0
14-Jun 81 - 175 130 150,000 26,250 0 0
81 10 130 150,000 150 0 0
I6-Jun 79 15 130 150,000 225 0 0
79 10 130 150,000 150 o. 0
lB-Jun 78 2 800 94 60,039 48,031 95 45,629
78 45 130 150,000 6,750 0 0
19-Jun 78 3 650 ■ 91 53,724 34,923 78 27,238
20-Jun 74 4 1,550 90 52,286 81,043 84 68,076
74 405 130 150,000 60,750 0 0
2 1-Jun 73 5 345 98 66,896 23,079 93 23,463
73 22 130 150,000 3,300 0 0
22-Jun 71 6 1,000 90 52,286 52,286 86 44,966
71 422 130 150,000 63,300 0 0
23-Jun 70 7 1,750 88 48,912 85,596 91 77,892
70 56 130 150,000 8,400 0 0
24-Jun 70 8 3,790 86 44,647 79,939 0 0
70 52 130 150,000 7,800 0 0
25-Jun 70 9 3,755 89 50,897 89,324 92 82,178
70 77 130 350,000 11,550 0 0
26-Jun 70 10 2,055 86 44,647 91,750 93 85,328
70 71 130 150,000 10,650 0 0
27-Jun 70 11 845 96 63,570 53,717 58 31,156
70 125 130 150,000 18,750 0 0
29-Jun 69 12 1,850 94 60,039 111,072 85 94,411
69 250 130 350,000 37,500 0 0
30-Jun 69 13 1,125 94 60,039 67,544 90 60,790
69 210 130 150,000 31,500 0 0
30-Jun 110 0 0
1-JuI 110 14 4,650 92 ■ 55,217 256,759 80 205,407
110 750 330 150,000 112,500 0 0
2-JuI n o 15 1,650 93 57,569 94,988 72 68,393
110 375 130 150,000 56,250 0 0
3-Jul 110 16 1,690 96 63,570 107,433 78 83,798
HO 150 130 150,000 22,500 0 0
6-Jul 107 17 1,800 93 57,569 103,624 63 65,283
107 340 130 150,000 51,000 0 0
7-Jul 106 18 400 97 65,436 26,174 97 25,389
106 150 130 150,000 22,500 0 0
9-JuI 103 19 900 92 55,217 49,695 83 41,247
103 45 130 150,000 6,750 0 0
11-Jut 103 20 1,505 90 52,286 78,690 96 75,542 -
103 125 130 150,000 18,750 0 0
12-Jul 103 21 315 89 50,897 16,032 88 14,108
103 30 130 150,000 4,500 0 0
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TABLE 2 (CONTD) Saco River Egg and Fry Production
Date # Adult Shad Incubator Mis eess Ecss/IO"1 Epps/Iiter* Total eees % Viability # Frv hatch
13-Jul 102 22 800 91 53,724 42,979 87 37,392
15-Jul 101 23 3,390 95 61,770 73,506 92 67,626
101 52 130 350,000 7,800 0 0
16~Jul 101 24 114 109 93,362 10,643 52 5,534
171 130 150,000 25,650 0 0
17-Jul 101 25 106 101 73,695 7,812 0 0
34 130 150,000 5,100 0 0
18-Jul 99 26 3,030 97 65,436 67,399 88 59,311
99 56 130 150,000 8,400 0 0
19-Jut 98 27 400 95 61,770 24,708 95 23,473
98 16 130 150,000 2,400 0 0
21-Jul 98 28 350 99 69,404 24,291 91 22,105
98 44 130 150,000 6,600 0 0
22-Jul 97 32 106 86,093 2,754 0 0
97 242 130 150,000 36,300 0 0
22-Jul 119 0 0
23-Jul 119 29 1,365 99 69,157 94,736 73 69,157
119 400 130 350,000 60,000 0 0
24-JuI 119 30 345 101 73,695 25,425 81 20,594
119 125 130 150,000 18,750 0 0
25-Jul 116 320 130 150,000 48,000 0 0
26-JuI 115 31 150 305 83,402 12,510 68 8,507
115 250 130 150,000 37,500 0 0
27-Jul 114 32 375 105 83,402 31,275 94 29,399
114 250 130 150,000 37,500 0 0
29-Jul 101 33 295 302 75,976 22,412 79 17,705
101 44 130 350,000 6,600 0 0
31-Jul 92 425 130 150,000 63,750 0 0
2-Aug 85 ADULTS RELEASED TO DMR-SED 0 0
H = 83.42 1-1,579,095
! Entries o f 330 eggs/10" and 150,000 eggs / liter indicate eggs that are <2mm 
2 Mean viability o f eggs >2mm
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TABLE 3. Kennebec River Shad Egg Production
Date # Adult shad Incubator Mis eggs Eggs/10"1 Eggs/liter Total eggs % Viability # Frv hatch
1-Jun O
10-Jun 2
11-Jun 2 13 130 150,000 1,950 0 0
12-Jun 4 45 130 150,000 6,750 0 0
14-Jun 9 80 119 -120000 9,600 0 0
15-Jun 12 180 130 150,000 9,600 0 0
16-Jun 12 100 130 150,000 15,000 0 0
12 100 112 99,761 9,976 0 0
17-Jun 12 5 130 150,000 750 0 0
kl
oo
84 42,433 62,206 95 59,096
18-Jun 11 37 130 150,000 4,050 0 0
19-Jun 10
20-Jun 9
9 k2 350 92 55,217 19,326 61 11,789
20-Jun 16 20 130 150,000 3,000 0 0
21-Jun 16
k3 890 84 42,433 37,765 98 37,010
22-Jun 13 15 130 150,000 2,250 0 0
k4 450 89 50,897 22,904 85 19,468
22-Jun 18 k5 367 1.30 150,000 55,050 0 0
23-Jun 18
k6 1,100 89 50,897 55,987 92 51,508
23-Jun 88 130 150,000 13,200 0 0
CONNECTICUT RIVER SHAD ADDED— NOW A MIXED BROODSTOCK
H  =  86.22 £  =  178,871
1 Entries of 130 eggs/10" and 150,000 eggs / liter indicate eggs that are <2mm
2 Mean viability o f eggs >2mm
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TABLE 4. Connecticut and Kennebec River Mixed Egg Production
D a t e #  A d u l t  s h a d I n c u b a t o r M i s  e g g s E g g s / 1 0 ” 1 E g g s / l i t e r T o t a l  e g g s %  V i a b i l i t y #  F r v  h a t c h
4-Jun 59
5-Jun 49 1 75 87 47,017 3,526 0 0
60 130 150,000 9,000 0 0
6-Jun 49 100 130 150,000 15,000 0 0
7-Jun 49 2 1,050 88 48,932 51,358 38 39,516
8-Jun 46 3 650 93 57,569 37,420 39 14,594
300 130 150,000 45,000 0 0
9-Jun 45 710 130 150,000 106,500 0 0
10-Tun 45 4 650 88 48,912 31,792 31 9,856
112 130 150,000 16,800 0 0
11-Jun 42 5 85 98 66,896 5,686 0 0
110 130 150,000 16,500 0 0
12-Jun 40 6 950 98 66,896 63,551 63 39,783
1,260 130 350,000 189,000 0 0
13-Jun 39 7 900 94 60,039 54,035 30 16,211
467 130 150,000 67,050 0 0
I4~Jun 38 122 130 150,000 38,300 0 0
15-Jun 102 0
16-Jun 157 475 130 150,000 71,250 0 0
17-Jun 150 127 93 57,569 7,311 0 0
2,550 130 150,000 37,500 0 0
18-Jun 139 8 200 106 86,093 17,219 0 0
335 130 150,000 50,250 0 0
19-Jun 151 9 1,840 98 66,896 123,089 44 54,159
750 130 150,000 112,500 0 0
20-Jun 140 10 225 95 61,770 13,898 19 2,641
575 130 150,000 86,250 0 0
21 -Jun 133 n 150 98 66,896 10,034 0 0
350 130 150,000 52,500 0 0
22-Jun 124 12 1,750 95 61,770 108,098 66 71,345
720 130 150,000 108,000 0 0
23-Jun 109 13 1,100 97 65,436 71,980 34 24,473
1,057 130 150,000 158,550 0 0
24-Jun 95 14 2,365 90 52,286 323,656 71 87,796
. 900 130 150,000 135,000 0 0
25-Jun 88 15 5,190 91 53,724 278,828 86 239,792
820 130 150,000 123,000 0 0
26-Jun 309 16 5,260 88 48,912 257,277 88 226,404
820 130 150,000 123,000 0 0
27-Jun 106 17 3,900 92 55,217 215,346 93 200,272
190 100 71,507 13,586 0 0
807 130 150,000 121,077 0 0
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TABLE 4 (CONTD) Connecticut and Kennebec River Mixed Egg Production
Date # Adult shad Incubator Mis eggs Eggs/10;
28-Jun 104 18 4,575 95
3,012 130
29-Iun 119 19 880 96
875 130
30-Jun 108 20 2,200 97
500 130
1-Jul 100 21 2,280 94
160 130
2-Jul 88 22 1,225 94
150 130
3-Jul 84 23 370 98
250 130
5-JuI 74 24 1,350 93
325 130
6-Jul 71 25 500 98
39 130
7-Jul 69 26 750 94
42 130
9-Jul 66 27 400 94
260 330
10-Jul 66 28 600 97
315 130
14-Jul 24 29 1,090 97
190 130
19-Jul 10
25-Jul ? 30 14 99
92 130
26-Jul ? 39 130
27-Jul 7
Eggs/liter Total eggs % Viability U Fry hatch
61,770 282,598 75 211,949
150,000 151,800 0 0
63,570 55,942 74 41,397
150,000 131,250 0 0
65,436 143,959 80 115,167
150,000 75,000 0 0
60,039 136,888 88 120,461
150,000 24,000 0 0
60,039 73,547 80 58,838
150,000 22,500 0 0
66,896 24,752 80 19,802
150,000 37,500 0 0
57,569 77,718 79 61,397
150,000 48,750 0 0
66,896 33,448 95 31,776'
150,000 5,850 0 0
60,039 54,029 94 50,787
350,000 6,300 0 0
60,039 24,016 54 12,969
150,000 39,000 0 0
65,436 39,261 94 36,905
150,000 47,250 0 0
65,436 71,325 82 58,487
150,000 28,500 0 0
0
69,404 971 55 534
150,000 13,800 0 0
150,000 5,850 0 0
H =66.62 X = 1,827,311
1 Entries of 130 eggs/10" and 150,000 eggs / liter indicate eggs that are <2mm
2 Mean viability of eggs >2mm
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TABLE 5. 2000 Shad Fry Stocking Data
Date % Survival Range of
Stocked Tank Source Incubators # Frv hatch after hatch # Stocked Stock Age Receiving Site
23-Jun 1 CT A 146,035
B 205,910
C 201,872
■ 553,817 79.1 438,231 13-18 Kennebec
23-Jun 2 CT D 141,406
E 238,410
F 54,096
G 54,096
488,008 72.6 354,502 9-14 Kennebec
27-Jun 3 CT ■ H 109,592
I 109,592
1 0
2 19,516
3 14,594
253,294 97.4 246,770 10-14 Kennebec
30-Jun 4 CT J 227,000
K 185,417
L 4,500
4 9,856
5 0
6 39,783
7 16,211
482,767 87 420,231 8-14 Kennebec
3-Jui 5 CT-K K1 59,096
K2 11,789
K5 0
8 0
9 54,159
JO 2,614
11 0
127,658 85.6 109,395 9-12 Sebasticook
10-JuI 6 S 1 0
2 45,629
3 27,238
4 68,076
5 21,463
6 44,966
7 77,892
285,264 90.8 259,090 9-17 Saco
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TABLE 5 (CONTD) 2000 Shad Fry Stocking Data
„ Date % Survival Range of
Stocked Tank Source Incubators # Frv hatch after hatch # Stocked Stock Ase Receiving Site
10-Jul 2-a CT-K K3 37,010
K4 19,468
K6 51,508
12 94,411
13 60,790
14 205,407
15 68,391
536,985 99.6 529,558 7,-16 Androscoggin
17-Jul 1 -a S 8 0
9 82,178
10 85,328
11 31,156
12 94,411
293,073 99.5 291,608 9,-18 Kennebec
17-Jui 3-a, 16, 17 CT-K 16 226,404
17 200,272
426,676 91.5 390,609 12,-15 Sebasticook
18-Jul 5-a S 13 60,790
14 205,407
15 68,391
16 83,798
418,386 95 397,542 6-13 Kennebec
24-Jul 4-a CT-K 18 211,949
19 41,397
20 135,167
21 120,461
22 58,838
23 19,802
567,614 95.6 539,410 14-20 Kennebec
27-Jul 6-a CT-K 24 61,397
25 31,776
26 50,787
27 12,969
28 36,905
193,834 96.8 179,574 7-16 Kennebec
27-Jul 2-b S 17 65,283
18 25,389
19 41,247
20 75,542
21 14,108
221,569 93.5 207,356 6-16 Kennebec
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TABLE 5 (CONTD) 2000 Shad Fry Stocking Data
-  Date % Survival Range of
Stocked Tank Source Incubators # Fry hatch after hatch # Stocked Stock Age
4-Aug 1-b S, 22-28 
CT-K, 29
14-Aug 2-c S, 29-33 
CT-K30
22 37,392
23 67,626
24 5,534
25 0
26 59,311
27 23,473
28 22,105
29 58,487
273,928
' 29 69,157
30 20,594
31 8,507
32 29,399
33 37,705
CT-K30 534
145,896
Z = 4,877,432
99.1 271,503 5-19
99.7 145,894 3 1-17
f i = 92.1 Z  = 4,781,273
Receiving Site
Kennebec
Medomak
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Job 1-5
„Job Number & Title: #F-41-R-8(4)
Fish Passage Maintenance
Job Objectives: To maintain fish passage facilities in non-hydro dams for the passage of
anadromous fish species
Summary: The Department of Marine Resources operates and maintains 19 fishways, and assists in the 
operation and maintenance of 12 fishways at non-hydro dams owned by other public entities. These 
fishways are located from Maine’s Cumberland to Washington Counties. In addition, DMR inspected 
another 14 sites where fish passage was a concern. A total of 299 inspections were made at 47 sites in
2001.
(b) Target Date: 2003
(c) Status of Progress: On schedule
• (d) Significant Deviations: None
(e) Recommendations: Increase funding for maintenance
(f) Cost: $42,673
(g) Data Presentation & Discussion:
The Maine Department of Marine Resources operates and maintains 19 fishways, and assists in 
the operation and maintenance of 12 non-hydro dams owned by other public entities. These 
fishways are located from Cumberland County to Washington County (Figure 1). in addition, 
DMR inspects other sites during the year where fish passage may be impeded.
During 2001, a total of 299 inspections were made at 47 sites (Table 1). As a general rule, DMR 
personnel closely monitors and adjusts fishways in central and southern Maine (Highland Lake, 
Bridge Street, Elm Street, Jones Pond, Pitcher Pond, and Coopers Mills), whereas DMR fishways 
in Washington County (West Bay Pond, Gardner Lake, Boyden Lake, and Pennamaquan Lake) 
are inspected occasionally for damage and to ensure they are functioning properly. Many 
fishways in Washington County are adjusted by towns with dedicated alewife fisheries.
In 2001, the gates at Smelt Hill Dam, iocated at the head-of-tide on the Presumpscot River, were 
opened to allow passage of anadromous fish. Alewives returning to Highland Lake once again 
migrated up the Presumpscot River into Mill Stream. However, two major problems arose at 
Highland Lake as a result of reconstruction of the dam and upper portion of the fishway. Flow 
through the newly constructed portion of the fishway could not be regulated, because slots were 
not installed for baffles, and flow had been diverted from the original stream channel, because 
site contours were not repaired following construction. DMR added spacers under the existing 
baffles, raised the bottom-opening gate, and installed stoplogs with a V-notch. DMR personnel 
made forty trips to check water flow through the fishway and to adjust the stoplogs. This was 
done in order to pass the required minimum flow, while, maintaining lake level.
As part of our fishway maintenance program, 24 baffles were replaced at sites where they were 
either missing or damaged and 5 were repaired. Four baffles were replaced at Bristol, 10 at Elm 
Street, three at Flanders, and two at West Bay Pond. Five baffles were replaced, and five were 
repaired at Pennamaquan Upper.
An informal volunteer program was continued in 2001. Members of the Royai River Watershed 
Association assisted in maintaining and operating the Bridge Street and Elm Street fishways on 
the Royal River in Yarmouth.
1
Table 1. Summary of visits to fishways in 2001.
Number
Site Site name Watershed FW type Owner of visits
3 Blackman Stream Culvert Penobscot River Vertical Slot DMR 1
6Boyden Lake Boyden Stream Denil DMR 1
8 Bridge Street Royal River Denil DMR 15
9 Bristol Pemaquid River Denil DMR . 7
14 Cathance Stream Cathance Stream Alaskan steeppass DMR 1
24 Elm. Street Royal River Denil DMR 12
25 Flanders Stream Flanders Stream Deni! DMR 5
27 Gardner Lake East Machias River Denil DMR 4
29 Highland Lake Presumpscot River Denil DMR 40
30 Jones Pond Scarborough Marsh Alaskan steeppass DMR 6
35 Meddybemps Lake 1 Dennys River Alaskan steeppass DMR 2
47 Philips Lake Orland River Alaskan steeppass DMR 5
49 Pitcher Pond Ducktrap River Deni! DMR 9
53 Pleasant River Lake Pleasant River Alaskan steeppass DMR/IF&W 1
58 Sherman Lake Sheepscot River Alaskan steeppass DMR 11
64 West Bay Pond West Bay Pond Denil DMR 4
65 West Harbor Pond West Harbor Pond Alaskan steeppass DMR 9
20 Dedham Falls Orland River Denil Unknown 6
43 Pennamaquan Lower Pennamaquan River Denil IF&W 3
45 Pennamaquan Upper Pennamaquan River Denil IF&W 5
63 Walker Pond Bagaduce River Cement Sluice Unknown 3
66 Wight Pond Bagaduce River Breached Dam Unknown 3
31 Long Pond Long Pond Stream Pool&Weir Unknown 9
32 Long Pond Stream Lower Long Pond Stream Denil Unknown 7
33 Long Pond Stream Middle Long Pond Stream Rock Pool Unknown 4
34 Long Pond Stream Upper Long Pond Stream Pool Unknown 6
17 Coopers Mills Sheepscot River Denil IF&W 20
28 Great Works Cathance Stream Alaskan Steep Pass I F&W 1
1 Alamoosook Lake Orland River Denil Champion Paper 7
5 Bog Brook Flowage Narraguagus Alaskan Steep Pass IF&W 1
15 Center Pond Kennebec River Denil Phippsburg 4
22 Dyer Long Pond Sheepscot River Denil Saltonstal 18
40 Nequasset Lake Kennebec River Denil (or pool and chute?) Bath Water Company 8
41 Orland Dam Orland River Slot (or Alaskan steeppass?) Champion Paper 9
61 Toddy Pond Orland River Pool&Weir Champion Paper 10
67Winnegance Lake Kennebec River Denil DOT/Bath 4
2 Benton Falls Sebasticook River 6
10 Burnham Sebasticook River 6
19 Damariscotta Lake Damariscotta River Rock Pool Consolidated Hydro Inc 8
23 Ellsworth Trap Union River Fish Trap Atlantic Salmon Authority 2
26 Frankfort Dam Marsh Stream Denil Express Hydro Services 8
59 Smelt Hill Presumpscot River Fish lift CMP 1
62 Upper Marsh Stream Marsh Stream Denil Peter Graham 2
42 Parker Head 1
2
48 Pierce Pond
54 Runaround Pond
55 Sea! Cove
1
1
2
3
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Job i-6
,Job Number & Title: #F-41-R-8 (5)
Northeast Fish Passage Engineering Assistance
Job Objectives: To provide technical assistance for hydraulic engineering, design, construction,
and operation of fish passage facilities at non-FERC jurisdictional dams and 
other barriers in the northeast
(a) Summary: Job active
(b) Target Date: 2003
(c) Status of Progress: On schedule
(d) Significant Deviations: None
(e) Recommendations: Continue as planned
(f) Cost: Invoices outstanding
(g) Data Presentation & Discussion: The State of Maine and the US Fish and Wildlife Service 
signed a Memorandum of Agreement in August 2001, for fish passage and engineering 
services through December 31,2001. The USFWS engineers provided technical assistance 
on the following fish passage hydraulic engineering and design projects:
a. Blackman Stream (Rt 178 culvert near mouth)
USFWS visited the site and consulted with the DOT contractor on reconstruction of the 
outer wall of the vertical slot fishway. Reconstruction was completed within the week. 
USFWS visited the site in the late fall after work was completed.
b. White’s Pond (Sebasticook River watershed)
NRCS installed a steeppass fishway at this site in 2001. USFWS visited the site to 
assess the fishway.
c. Mattawasett Bog dam (downstream of White’s pond). USFWS made a site visit. 
Seven-Mile Stream (Kennebec watershed). USFWS service visited the site in 
anticipation of working with DMR and DIFW in installation of a barrier to prevent 
upstream migration of “undesirable” species.
d. Webber Pond Outlet Dam (Kennebec watershed). USFWS conducted a site visit and 
made measurements of elevations. Conceptual drawing for a fishway will be produced.
e. Fort Halifax Dam and Benton Falls Dam. USFWS visited these FERC sites to review the 
current upstream (eel) and downstream (alosid) fishways.
f. Souadabscook Stream (Penobscot watershed). USFWS conducted a follow-up site visit 
to assess river restoration following dam removal.
g. Blackman Stream (Logging Museum Dam at origin). USFWS conducted a site visit, 
made measurements of elevation, suggested the iocation for “rustic” pool-and-chute 
fishway, and.provided conceptual drawings (attached).
h. Morton Brook (Kennebec watershed). USFWS conducted site visits to three sets of 
perched culverts.
i. USFWS consulted on MEDOT Culvert/Fish Passage Work Group Report of Findings 
September 1997.
Copies of reports are attached, but large format engineering plans are not included.
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pish Passage Policy and Design Suide
A muitiagency Fish Passage Work Group (the Group) was formed, recognizing that how Maine DOT 
currently addresses fish passage could be improved to produce better, accelerated and cost effective 
projects. To identify ways to reach these goals, the Group decided to examine current regulations and 
policies, current practices in agency coordination, existing standards for fish passage, fish species 
present and their passage needs, and engineering and other design and construction considerations. 
After examining these items, representatives of the Group developed recommendations for installing 
and repairing culverts in a way that:
* Complies to the extent practicable with current state and federal regulations on fish passage 
[State Natural Resources Protection Act (NRPA) and Land Use Regulation Commission (LURC) 
guidelines, Federal Endangered Species Act, Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Management Act, and
Clean Water Act (CWA)];
* Includes clear protocol for nature and timing of agency coordination;
* Enables the Department to make use of new and developing technologies such as slip lining, 
plastic pipes, concrete invert lining; and,
* Considers cost and other impacts.
EXISTING REGULATIONS AND RECOMMENDED PRACTICES 
Current Regulatory Requirements
Current requirements associated with fish passoge and culverts are as follows:
* CWA. Army Corps of Engineers General Permit-39 State of Maine, Item #19(a). “All temporary 
and permanent crossings of waterbodies shall be suitably cufverted, bridged or otherwise 
designed to withstand and to prevent the restriction of high flows, and to maintain existing low 
flows, and to not obstruct the movement of aquatic life indigenous to the waterbody beyond the 
actual duration of construction."
* 38 M.R.S.A. Sections 480 Q. 2.A. and 9. Require fish passage be maintained when existing 
private or publicly owned culverts are repaired or maintained.
* 12 M.R.S.A., Sections 6121-6123 and 7701-A. May require passage to be constructed at an 
obstruction (e.g. highway culvert).
* NRPA. Chapter 305. Permit By Rule Standards. 5ection 11.B.8. Reconstruction or Replacement 
Projects: “The project will not permanently block any fish passage in any watercourse containing 
fish. The applicant must improve passage beyond what restriction may exist unless the 
Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife, the Atlantic Salmon Commission, and the 
Department of Environmental Protection's Division of Environmental Assessment concur that the 
improvement is not necessary."1
* L.U.R.C. Chapter 10. Rules and Regulations. Calls for conditions for fish passage to be 
maintained.1
W ork needed on site  as pa rt of a fis h  passage system (e.g. a weir near a pipe ou tle t) is not considered a p ro ject impact and 
doesn’t  require a separate permit.
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• Location and overall design of fish passage structures, or fish passage features, shall 
accommodate watershed conditions such as variations in stream flow and bedload movement,
• Location and overall design o f fish passage structures or features shall accommodate different 
aquatic species and age classes to the extent possible.
• Location and overall design of fish passage structures or features shall be compatible with local 
conditions and stream geomorphology.
• Materials selected for constructing fish passage structures will be non-toxic to fish and other 
aquatic life.
• At stream crossings, flow velocity through culverts should not exceed the abilities of those 
target species expected to move upstream and downstream of the site.
NRCS also recommends the following considerations:
• Native game and non-game fish species arid amphibians as well as endangered, threatened, and 
candidate, rare and other sensitive species shall be carefully considered when designing and 
implementing fish passage features.
• I f  replacement of an in-channel structure will cause degradation or aggradation of the channel 
upstream, installation of bed controls appropriate for the geomorphic conditions of the site and 
fish passage needs should be considered (see Stream Channel Stabilization -Code 584 and Grade 
Stabilization Structure - Code 410).
• Consider potential negative effects of providing passage fo r invasive or non-native species that 
may hybridize with, compete with, or spread disease to native fish or other aquatic species 
above a barrier.
• Consider other aquatic and terrestrial species, including endangered and threatened species that 
have established habitat in areas where barriers currently exist or in upstream and downstream 
areas that would be directly affected by the action.
• Consider seasonal variations in headwater and tailwater levels and how these may impact passage 
hydraulics for the life history stages of the fish for which the structure is being designed.
• Consider the need to design for strategic resting places fo r target species facing long passages.
• Consider historical structures when planning, prior to installation and during maintenance of fish 
passage structure. This practice may affect cultural resources.
• Consider the need to balance fish passage with other water management objectives,
• To the extent possible, fish passage structures should be designed to minimize excessive 
predation on fish entering or exiting the structure.
• Removal of a fish passage barrier should take into consideration effects on wetlands, flooding 
potential, existing infrastructure and social impacts.
Maine Department o f Transportation
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and to minimize wash outs and other damage. In addition, at sites with fish habitat, the culverts should 
not block fish passage. A culvert can block passage in several ways. The most obvious is to create a 
physical barrier by its configuration or construction (e.g., a hanging culvert). This condition is addressed 
in the subsequent Design Criteria section on “Gradient." A more subtle form of barrier can be created 
hydraulically. Although the culvert may appear to form a clear and continuous passage for fish, in fact, 
the culvert hydraulics (resulting velocity and depth of flow) may prevent passage.
Ideally, culverts should reproduce, as nearly as possible, the hydraulic conditions of the stream. At 
high flows, this is not an issue, as fish tend not to move upstream during higher flows and depth is more 
than adequate for fish to wait out the limited duration of higher flows. Low flows are more critical for 
fish movement. Natural velocities at lower flows ordinarily permit upstream movement. Undersized 
culverts can constrict flow and increase velocity above the fish swimming capacity. Oversized culverts 
can reduce flow depths so they are too shallow for fish to navigate. In either case, the culvert may 
function as a hydraulic barrier to fish movement.
In the discussion to follow, it  is useful to distinguish between "high low flow" and "low low flow". Ideally, 
fish are able to pass during both of these low flow regimes. During "high low flow," depth is presumably 
adequate, but the higher flow rate may produce a flow velocity that is too fast for fish to swim 
upstream against. During "low low flow,” the flow velocity presumably is adequate for fish to swim 
upstream against, but the lower flow rate may produce a flow depth too shallow for fish to move 
through. These low flows must be estimated for each individual stream according to the seasonal 
variation of flow an accepted percentage of time (50%) that fish must be able to pass the culvert during 
an identified period of movement.
Ideally, then, to pass fish effectively, culverts must satisfy these objectives:
1) Peak Flow: pass the design flood (typically 50-year) event.
2) Maximum Velocity: not exceed a specified flow velocity at some specified "high low flow" 
during periods of upstream movement.
3) Minimum Depth: maintain a minimum depth for fish movement at some specified "low low 
flow."
4) Gradient: Maintain channel elevation between stream bed and pipe at inlet and outlet that 
fish can easily pass through (no excessive drops).
Design for fish passage through new and replacement ("new") pipes is fundamentally different than for 
passage through rehabilitated pipes. With new pipes, design is focused on reproducing in the pipe the 
basic hydraulic geometry of the stream (with Q2 flow depth as the surrogate for critical geometry). 
There is the implicit assumption that fish passage criteria 2) and 3) are automatically satisfied if  Q2 
flow depth is preserved. With pipe rehabilitation (slip and invert lining), which reduces the size and 
roughness of the pipe, it is generally not possible to maintain or restore natural hydraulic geometry in 
the pipe. In this case, criteria 2) and 3) must be addressed directly. The reduced roughness reduces 
flow depth and/or increases flow velocity. Often, velocity and depth requirements cannot be achieved 
without additional structural measures (e.g., weirs). In this context, then, the term "rehabilitated 
culvert" actually connotes a culvert system that will allow fish to pass.
Design Flood
Criterion 1), design flood, is the familiar standard for providing flood protection. In theory, it 
represents the optima! design that minimizes the expected cost associated with flooding. Damages 
associated with a design smaller than optimal could be reduced by using a larger culvert. A culvert
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trout move upstream to spawn from September through November. This policy establishes that 50% of 
that time the fish should have conditions when they can swim upstream. Then, flow duration statistics 
can be used to determine pipe characteristics such that velocity is less than the allowable maximum 50% 
of the time.
Flow duration data are not currently available for most Maine streams. In  the absence of such data, 
several actual velocity/discharge measurements ("point-in-time" data) for the critical period can be used 
for design. I f  such data are not available, then the monthly average flow(s) as calculated by USGS 
regression equations (13) should be used, with design for the median estimated flow during the critical 
period. Point-in-time data should also be augmented with regression calculations. The estimated low flow 
should also be compared to Qu. In the event of unacceptable uncertainty in the low flow estimate, 
design can also be based on Qu . The actual procedure for calculating this and other conditions 
necessary for passage are included in the Design Guide.
The Group also examined the use of hydrologic software models, such as FishXing from USFS San Dimas 
Research Center ( WWW.Stream.fs.fed.US/fishxmQ } as design guidance. Although the model is 
available, some data needed to run the model are not available for eastern fish species. Therefore, the 
most feasible approach for Maine DOT is to design passage using the hydrologic: 1) data available; 2) 
site-specific design criteria; and 3) in-house expertise.
Water Depth
Criterion 3), minimum depth, is intended to assure adequate water depth during periods of simultaneous 
"low low flow" and fish movement. As already noted for water velocity considerations, new and 
replacement pipes will be sized for consistency with the natural channel bankfull width, with the implicit 
assumption that such sizing will automatically produce the desired flow velocities and depths.
For culvert rehabilitation, the design depth should be based on the target species present and either 
the corresponding critical depth (1.5 x the body thickness) (14) for that species during the period of 
significant movement or the documented prevailing depths during periods of known movement. Ideally, 
the design “low low flow" should be based on flow duration statistics for the stream in question. For 
example, if  August is the month of lowest monthly average flow and is a month of known fish movement, 
the culvert might be designed to maintain a species- and size-dependent depth at a flow that is not 
exceeded some specified percentage of the time. In  the absence of flow duration data, actual depth 
measurements for the critical month(s) should be used, in which case the connection between design 
depth and species is not maintained. I f  such data are not available, the monthly average flow(s) as 
calculated by USGS regression equations (13) can be used. The estimated low flow should also be 
compared to Qu. In the event of unacceptable uncertainty in the low flow estimate, design can also be 
based on Qn . Regardless of the flow/depth data source, the designer should be sure that the design 
depths actually prevail in the stream. Otherwise, the ability to maintain design depth in the culvert may 
not be practical, or meaningful
Information we received from other regions confirms that sizing and orientation of culverts are 
regionally specific because of different geographic and hydrologic conditions at water crossings. For 
example, Washington State requires that a culvert be 1.2 times the bankfull (roughly Qu ) width plus 2 
feet at the flow line. This design is inappropriate for Maine because it would create inadequate depths 
for resident fish passage in many instances. We endorse USFWS (15) recommendations to design for 
varying suitable flow conditions to match existing stream depth at the pipe location during key periods 
of use. We also recommend that any replacement pipe should approximately match the width of the 
existing bankfull stream channel at Q2, to maintain adequate water depth.
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• Calculate flow depth during species-specific periods of movement for the pipe design at 
appropriate period-specific low flows.
Goals for Rehabilitated Culvert
• Establish and verify instream work window.
• Eliminate hanging outlets where practicable.
• Preserve minimum flow depth during critical periods of species-specific movement.
• Do not exceed maximum flow velocity during periods of species-specific upstream movement.
The Design Guide's Best Management Practices for passing fish (Appendix B) will be used where pipes 
are being replaced (if replacement pipes cannot be lowered to proper grade) or rehabilitated.
P ro c e s s
Project Coordination
Maine DOTs Bridge Management Section initially field-reviews bridge project sites to establish a six 
year plan. A biologist participating in the review will document, at that time, what is known about 
projects and site conditions (including whether there is a defined stream channel, fish and habitat). The 
preliminary site inventory form and instructions in Appendix A will be used starting at this initial review 
and data collected will be entered in a data base. Next, the data collected will be sent to the agencies 
with requests for work windows, passage needs and other habitat issues. Information received following 
those requests will be permanently put into each project’s file to be used during design and construction.
For the Bureaus of Maintenance and Operations and Project Development (teamed) projects, a Maine 
DOT biologist or other appropriate s ta ff will also do a preliminary site inventory and record information 
in the data base as early as possible after projects are initiated. The DOT will then forward data and 
request agency comments, placing responses in each project's files.
Figure 1 outlines processing steps, beginning with project initiation and continuing through project 
construction. Proposed scope of work is the firs t data known for each project. After initial site 
information is collected, either fish passage is requested for the species of concern, or passage is 
determined not necessary. When determining needs at site, all other site conditions are defined, 
including potential environmental effects and overall practicability (cost, property ownership, utilities, 
safety, etc.). I f  passage appears practicable after all factors have been reviewed, a hydrologic 
assessment will be done to determine whether passage can be properly designed. The proposed design is 
submitted to the appropriate regulatory agencies and a response is sent to Maine DOT. Lastly, agencies 
agree on what should be done and construction can proceed.
During placement of a weir or other passage measure, a Maine DOT or other environmental 
representative will be present on the project to assist with placement by offering resource 
considerations and site-specific adjustments when necessary.
Project Monitoring and Evaluation
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APPENDIX A. Preliminary Site Inventory Form and Instructions
Part I .  Preliminary Site Inventory. (Use back of form or additional pages as necessary.) 
Purpose: This site inventory should be completed as early as possible for projects with 
crossing structures, and used to help evaluate alternatives for final scope of work at a site 
(rehabilitation or replacement). The completed form will provide a portion of the 
information needed to determine appropriate action and is part of the Maine DOT Fish 
Passage Policy and Guidelines.
Please complete sections I .  through IV. For help, see Selected Instructions by Section
below.
I. General j Date: Reviewer: Agency/Phone:
Town/Route/Road Name: PIN/Div/Br. #:
Waterbody Name: Watershed:
Map Location: Latitude\Longitude:
GPS U.S.G.S. map
Collector Route Code: 1 Route Mileage: Element ID:
H , 5tream\Fisheries Observations
Cover type: forested shrub grassy Describe:
% Gradient Upstream: 0-1 1-4 >4 
% Gradient Downstream: 0-1 1-4 >4
% Shading Upstream: 
Downstream:
Existing structures or barriers: Upstream 
Describe:
Downstream Estimated Stream 
Velocity:
Culvert width: Matches stream Narrower than stream Wider than stream
Fish present: Yes No Unsure Fish Observed: 
Upstream downstream
Fish species/size/age class:
Existing structure passable?: Yes No Unsure 
Describe:
I f  no, why?
H I.  Culvert Observations/measuremenl
Strucrure type/shape:
Depth of corrugations:
Corrugated: Yes No 
Spacing of corrugations:
Structure Height/Diameter: Width: 
Length:
Orientation:
Embedded invert: Yes No Approx, depth below substrate at Inlet: at Outlet:
Alignment with stream: Horizontal: Good
Vertical: Flatter
Fair (Upstream or Downstream) Poor 
Same Steeper
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'poo! and drop' overall flow pattern, with steep drops (such as rapids and waterfalls) spaced 
between pools of significantly slower flow.
Shading: Approximate percent cover in areas near inlet and outlet. Observe canopy over 
water up- and downstream of crossing. (Vegetation cover is important in moderating stream 
temperatures and providing basis for food webs within waterbody.)
Estimated Stream Velocity. Use flow meter or estimate travel time over known distance.
Culvert width: Note how width of crossing structure 'fits' stream channel width near inlet 
and circle appropriate response.
Fish species/size/age class: I f  possible, note. I f  not possible, record numbers, body shape 
or any other apparent characteristics of observed fish.
I I I ,  Culvert observations and measurements:
Structure type: pill in type of structure, including metal, concrete, pipe, box, arch, etc. 
Orientation: For example, N/S or E/W
Embedded invert: Is  invert of structure below substrate surface? Circle appropriate 
response. I f  structure below streambed elevation, estimate depth of invert below 
substrate at inlet and outlet.
Alignment with stream: Is existing structure aligned with channel? Look at local setting 
upstream and downstream before completing.
Horizontal:
Good: approximates general course of stream.
Fair: structure not well aligned with either inlet OR outlet of waterway.
Indicate upstream or downstream.
Poor: structure distinctly out of line with channel.
Water depth in pipe: Measure any high water mark above existing water level.
Inlet: One or two words describing inlet. Include whether inlet is projecting, has a 
headwail, wings, is eroded, has physical drop, etc. Note existence/type of inlet apron or 
protection.
Outlet: One or two word entry where necessary. Identify whether outlet has physical 
drop, falls over a barrier, has pool, etc. Note existence/type of any outlet apron or 
protection. IV.
IV. Other
Photos: Digital photographs or video recommended.
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A P P E N D IX  B . D e s ig n  G u id e  a n d  B e s t M a n a g e m e n t P ra c tic e s  fo r  F ish  P a s sa g e
Maine Department of Transportation 
Design Manual and Best Management Practices 
Culverts for Fish Passage
Introduction
This manual is intended for the design of new and replacement culverts, as well as culvert 
rehabilitations, that will not block passage of identified fish species at specified design 
flows. Engineers will find these design guidelines useful in the implementation of Maine 
Department of Transportation (MDOT) fish passage policy as documented in the 
companion volume to this work (MDOT, 2002a). The manual is intended for use by 
MDOT engineers and designers as well as other engineers designing stream crossings in 
a fisheries environment. At this stage in the development of fish passage methodologies 
in Maine, stream crossings design for fish passage should be performed by or under the 
direct supervision of an experienced hydraulic engineer working with a fisheries 
biologist.
This manual is limited to culverts and does not address dedicated fishway passage 
structures. Furthermore, while it is recognized that culverts are usually the most desirable 
road crossing for small and medium sized streams from an engineering standpoint, from a 
fish passage perspective culverts are in fact less desirable than bridges and bottomless 
arches on footings. The final determination of the suitability of a culvert for fish passage 
rests with the fisheries biologist.
Culvert Barriers to Fish Passage
There are five common conditions at culverts that can create barriers to fish movement:
> excess drop at culvert outlet
> high velocity within culvert baiTel
> inadequate depth within culvert barrel
>  turbulence within culvert barrel
>  debris accumulation at culvert inlet
Barriers are created by several conditions. Culverts are usually uniform and sized to pass 
peak design flows, e.g., the 50-year flood Q5q. They do not have the roughness and 
variability of natural stream channels and therefore do not dissipate kinetic energy 
effectively. Thus, velocities tend to be higher in a culvert than in the stream. This effect 
is amplified by the fact that existing culverts are often narrow, with a concomitant 
constriction of flow at the inlet. This may have the effect of increasing velocity in the 
pipe, creating turbulence at the inlet, and creating velocity-induced scour holes at the 
outlet. Outlet scour may induce a significant drop at the outlet. The last barrier 
condition, debris accumulation, is due to inadequate maintenance.
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New and replacement culverts must be designed to pass the 50-year flow event (or 
“flood”) in accordance with MDOT Drainage Policy. Rehabilitated culverts should be 
evaluated for their ability to pass the 50-year flood, though the reduction in cross- 
sectional area and effects of fish passage mitigation measures may reduce the pipe 
capacity. Extreme flows should be estimated according to the methods used by MDOT 
in highway and bridge design.
In addition to the traditional peak flow design standard, culverts in selected fisheries 
should permit fish passage during a range of low flows. Two potential hydraulic 
problems are addressed in designing for fish passage. Water depth in the culvert may be 
inadequate to permit movement. This condition usually occurs in the lower range of low 
flows, hereafter called “low low flows”. At somewhat higher low flows, or the “high 
low flows”, the velocity in the culvert may be too high for fish to swim against in an 
upstream direction.
These potential barriers to passage establish two design objectives. These criteria are 
species-dependent and are summarized in the MDOT Fish Passage Policy. Occasionally, 
resource and regulatory agencies may directly specify a minimum depth and/or maximum 
velocity to be achieved. The two objectives relate to depth and velocity. Depending on 
the species present, not all cases will require both standards to be met:
1) maintain adequate in-culvert water depth for identified species during low 
flow conditions to allow passage;
2) during periods of upstream movement, flow velocity should not exceed 
species swimming capacity
These design standards are species- and season-dependent. The depth and flow velocity 
should be determined by hydraulic analysis and checked against species-dependent 
criteria. In the case of proposed rehabilitation, failure to meet standards will require 
mitigation measures or possibly a replacement pipe.
The following assumptions are implicit in an acceptable design:
1) adequate depth at low low flow automatically satisfies the velocity criterion
2) adequate velocity at high low flow automatically satisfies the depth criterion
These assumptions should be checked as part of the design process.
The design flows may be determined by
1) site inspection and measurement during periods of fish migration
2) estimation by USGS regression equations for monthly average flow (Parker, 
1978)
3) calculation from specified or known depths in existing culvert known to pass 
fish
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Table 1: Equations for Embedded Circular Pipe Geometry
Embedded Area Ab = Ricos‘ir(R-db)/Rl -  (R-db){2Rdb-dbT
Open Area A0 = 7tR2 -  Ab
Embedded Perimeter P b^R cos'^R -dO /R l
Open Perimeter P0 ~ 2rtR -  Pb
Distance from bed to center d = R -  db
These equations can be used to approximate elliptical pipes, with pipe rise substituted for 
diameter. More exact results can be calculated with the following equation:
A = b (pipe rise)3'
The coefficients a and b are given in Table 2. Note that two sets of coefficients are given, 
for comer radii of 457 mm (18 in) and 787 mm (31 in). These coefficients were 
developed by regression analysis from the exact tabulated areas in Tables 3a and 3b, 
respectively. The tables can be used in place of the equations.
Table 2: Function Coefficients for Open Area in Embedded Elliptical Pipe
Corner
Radius
Depth of Embedment
0 mm 150 mm (6 in) 225 mm (9 in) 300 mm (12 
in)
457 mm a 2.246 2.316 2.371 2.428
b 0.995 0.893 0.823 0.752
787 mm a 2.260 2.291 2.320 2.351
b 0.859 0.807 0.766 0.721
18 in a 2.246 2.316 2.371 2.428
b 0.743 0.613 0.530 0.453
31 in a 2.260 2.291 2.320 2.351
b 0.631 0.571 0.524 0.475
Equation: open area A = b x (pipe rise)3, in (m, m2) and (ft, ft2)
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is at stream grade, providing a continuous stream/culvert bottom elevation. The 
sluiceway returns to the prevailing invert elevation some distance into the culvert.
Typical details for two different culvert end treatment options are show in Figures 2 
(Option 1; notch terminates at end of pipe) and 3 (Option 2; notch extends beyond pipe). 
Treatment 1 is intended for modest drops while treatment 2 is for deeper drops.
Treatment 1 includes a riprap apron to provide a smooth transition from stream bed to the 
pipe edge. The notched channel should be sized to run full at low flow.
This treatment is used primarily to eliminate hanging inverts. End treatments by 
themselves will not correct excessive velocities or inadequate depths farther up the 
culvert. Hydraulic analysis should be performed to check that:
1) adequate flow depth is achieved in the upper portion of the pipe
2) velocity standard is not exceeded in pipe and notch channel
Regardless of the specific end treatment, care should be exercised in the use of rock 
riprap. Rock absorbs solar and thermal energy and therefore functions as a heat sink. 
Excessive rock can lead to warming of the stream water, possibly creating a thermal • 
barrier to fish passage.
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Figure 3: End Treatment to Eliminate Drop, Option 2
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Figure 4: Log Drop Control Structure
Flow
Extend riprap up the bank to an elevation 
corresponding to the design depth as specified 
on the plans or the top of the bank, which 
ever elevation is the lower. (Typical each side)
PLAN
Note: Logs fastened together with *13 rebar driven into 13 mm 
drilled holes, wrapped with 10 mm galvanized wire rope or 
8 mm galvanized chain at butt joints and at ends of logs. 
Minimum tip Dia. -  300 mm, stagger butt joints with no joints 
closer than W/4.
LOG DROP GRADE CONTROL STRUCTURE (Sheet I o f  E)
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Baffles
Baffles function as large discrete roughness elements in the pipe bottom. Baffles raise 
water levels, slow velocities, and establish resting pools between baffles. The between- 
baffle spaces may also fill with sediment, suggesting the possibility of establishing a 
natural stream bottom in the pipe. Properly designed and constructed, baffles have been 
demonstrated to pass fish (Nash Creek culvert in R.L. Currie, 1997). As inter-baffle 
spacing gets large, the baffles effectively function as weirs (as opposed to roughness 
elements) and should be thought of as such.
In-pipe baffles present several problems that often make them less attractive than other 
measures.
> performance may deteriorate over time if between-baffle spaces fill with 
sediment. The roughness effect of protruding baffles may diminish, with some 
possible compensation provided by roughness of natural bottom materials.
>  access problems during construction and maintenance limit their use to larger 
pipes (e.g., d > 1800 mm = 6 ft)
> the baffles may trap debris or may be destroyed during high flows
> they detract from the hydraulic capacity of the pipe
In general, the use of sluiceway end treatments and weirs should be investigated before 
baffles are employed.
Katapodis (1992) summarizes the hydraulic performance of several baffle configurations. 
When the baffle extends across the pipe bottom width, it is called a “weir baffle”. Other 
configurations use notched (“slotted”) baffles and baffle sections arranged in an offset 
fashion (“offset” baffles). The methods of Katapodis can be used to estimate depth and 
velocity under design flow conditions. These configurations are shown in schematic in 
Figure 6. Typical details for weir baffles and offset baffles are shown in Figures 7 and 8 
respectively. The offset baffle arrangement is preferred over other arrangements. In 
general, minimum baffle height should be in the order of 300 mm (1 ft) to achieve 
desired results. Figure 9 shows a single end-treatment weir baffle.
Reduction of velocity throughout the length of pipe may require frequently spaced 
baffles, resulting in a large number of baffles at large cost. An alternative design 
approach uses baffles to establish resting pools for fish within the pipe, relying on their 
higher burst speed to carry them from baffle to baffle. The baffles effectively function as 
weirs, accounting for the term “weir and pool”, also “baffled and sill” structures. Offset 
baffles also create resting pools, even though the baffles are not continuous across the 
culvert. This permits larger spacing between baffles (weirs) and average flow velocity in 
the pipe higher than the nominal sustainable swimming speed. This is an important 
option to consider when other approaches do not yield cost-effective or feasible designs.
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Figure 7: Concrete Baffle Detail
CULVERT INVERT LINING - BAFFLE DETAIL
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Figure 9: End Weir Baffle
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The a  and p coefficients are different for the discharge and velocity equations. 
Coefficients for different arrangements are summarized in Tables 4, 5, and 6 for offset, 
weir, and slotted weir baffles, respectively. For a given design discharge and assumed 
design, these equations can be used to estimate depth of flow y0 and maximum velocity 
um. The design is revised until acceptable results are obtained. If a weir-and-pool 
approach is employed, these results can be used in conjunction with the species burst 
speed to determine adequate inter-weir spacing.
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Figure 11: Weir Baffle Schematic 
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Table 5: Weir Baffle Coefficients
Design Dimensions Discharge Equation 0* Velocity Equation U*
L z0 y0/D a 3 yo/D a 3
W-l 0.6D 0.15D 0.17-
0.25
549 5.78 0.23-
0.61
8.6 0
0.25-
0.81
5.39 2.43
W-2 1.2D 0.15D 0.18-
0.35
35.3 4.14 0.29-
0.61
8.6 0
0.35-
0.9
6.6 2.62
W-3 0.6D 0.1D .01-0.2 443196 8.63 0.24-
0.53
10.9 0
0.2-0.9 8.62 2.53
W-4 1.2D 0.1D 0.2-0.9 9 2.36
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-• Tae p ro ced u re  Tor d e te rm in in g  s to n e  s iz e  g iv en  in  s e c t io n  2 .1 .1  o f  
t h i s  c i r c u l a r  i s  r e f e r r e d  t o  in  t h i s  appendix  as th e  B ureau  o f  P u b lic  
Roads method fo r  i d e n t i f i c a t i o n  p u rp o ses  o n ly . I t  i s  e s s e n t i a l l y  th e  p ro ­
cedure g iv en  in  r e fe re n c e  k  v i t h  em phasis on g ra d a tio n  o f  s to n e  a s  le a rn e d  
from th e  ex p erim en ts  d e sc r ib e d  in  r e fe re n c e  5* lem ons and M eyer,' in  t h e i r  
d is c u s s io n  o f  th e  ASCS p a p e r (1) on s lo p e  p r o te c t io n  m ethods, s ta t e d  t h a t  
TYA had used  th e  p ro c e d u re s  d e s c r ib e d  s in c e  19^0.
To show the  v a r i a b i l i t y  in  r i p r a p  s iz e s  a s  d e te rm in ed  from  s e v e ra l  
p ro ced u res  i n  common u s e , f ig u r e  9 h as  been  p l o t t e d .  F ig u re  9  shows th e  
s iz e  o f s to n e  re q u ire d  to  r e s i s t  d isp la c e m e n t fo r  v a r io u s  v e l o c i t i e s  a s  
de term ined  by ( l )  th e  C a l i f o r n ia  D iv is io n  of Highways method (6 , p . 1 1 2 ); .
(2) th e  B ureau of P u b lic  Roads m ethod (d e sc r ib e d  in  t h i s  c i r c u l a r ) ;
( 3 )  t h e  B u re a u  o f R ec lam ation  method ( £ 0 ,  p .  2 0 7 - 2 1 7 ) ;  ( 4 )  a n d  ( 5 ) t h e  
C o rp s  o f  E n g in e e r s  m e th o d  (2 1 , p* 7 2 ) . A r e s e a r c h  r e p o r t  (22) b y  th e  
W a te rw a y s  E x p e r im e n t  S t a t i o n  p r e s e n t s  a r a t i o n a l  a p p r o a c h  f o r  th e  h y d r a u l i c  
d e s ig n  o f  r i p r a p  a n d  p r e s e n t s  c u r v e s  t h a t  r a n g e  f r o m  a b o u t  o n e  g r i d  t o  th e  
l e f t  o f  c u r v e  1  ( i n  f i g u r e  9 ) f o r  c h a n n e ls  w i t h  q u a r r y s t o n e  t o  a b o u t  one  
g r i d  t o  t h e  r i g h t  o f c u r v e  4 f o r  s m a l l  t u r b u l e n t  s t i l l i n g  b a s in s .
The cu rv es  o f  f ig u r e  9 s.re n o t  d i r e c t l y  com parable t o  each  o th e r  
because th e  s iz e  o f  s to n e  g iv en  r e f e r s  to  a d i f f e r e n t  "p e rc e n ta g e  f i n e r  
than" on th e  g ra d a tio n  c u rv e . The cu rv es  f o r  the  C a l i f o r n ia  method and 
th e  BPR method have been com puted f o r  a 2 :1  s lo p e , b u t  th e  s lo p e  i s  n o t 
g iv en  as  a, f a c to r  in  th e  Corps o f E n g in ee rs  cu rv es  o r  in  th e  B ureau o f
R eclam ation  c u rv e . j
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The B ureau o f  R ec lam ation  s to n e  s iz e s  a re  fo r  use  dow nstream  from 
s t i l l i n g  b a s in s .  The Corps o f  E n g in ee rs  ( 2 l )  has two c u rv e s ,.  No. h f o r  
d i r e c t  a tta ck , and f o r  u se  dow nstream  from h y d ra u lic  s t r u c tu r e s  where t u r ­
bu len ce  i s  h ig h  and No. 5 f o r  p r o te c t in g  s t r a i g h t  c h a n n e ls .  In  th e  
C a l i f o r n ia  m ethod, p r o te c t io n  from d i r e c t  a t t a c h  i s  accom plished  by 
doub ling  "the v e lo c i ty  used  t o  s e l e c t  s to n e  s iz e  f o r  s t r a i g h t  c h a n n e ls .
T his in  e f f e c t  moves th e  cu rve  to  th e  r i g h t  o f  the  " tu r b u le n t  flow " curve 
o f  th e  C orps o f E n g in e e rs , The B ureau  of P u b lic  Roads m ethod recommends 
m u ltip ly in g  th e  v e lo c i ty  a g a in s t  th e  s to n e  (Vs ) by a  f a c t o r  betw een 1 and 
2 b e fo re  s e le c t in g  s to n e  s iz e  fo r  p r o te c t io n  from  d i r e c t  im pingem ent. I t  
a ls o  recommends u s in g  th e  mean v e lo c i ty  (Va ) r a th e r  th an  th e  v e lo c i ty  
agai.ne t th e  s to n e  in  d e te rm in in g  s to n e  s iz e  t o  be u sed  im m ed ia te ly  down- 
s t r e s s  frera  a c u lv e r t  o r  an e n e rg y  d i s s i p a t o r .
T he t h i c k n e s s  'o f  t h e  s to n e  b l a n k e t  i s  g iv e n  as  ( l )  s u f f i c i e n t  f o r  tw o  
l a y e r s  o f  o v e r la p p in g  s to n e  b y  C a l i f o r n i a ;  ( 2 ) e q u a l t o  t h e  e q u iv a le n t  
d ia m e te r  o f  t h e  m axim um  s iz e  s to n e  b y  th e  B u re a u  o f  F u b l i c  R a n d s ; ( 3 )  1 * 5  
t im e s  th e  m axim um  s to n e  s iz e  b y  t h e  B u re a u  o f  R e c la m a t io n ;  (U )  a n d  ( 5 ) e q u a l  
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INTRODUCTION
In 1992, the Time and Tide Resource Conservation and Development Area Council, in cooperation with 
and financed by the Maine Department of Marine Resources, established a pilot shad hatchery in the town 
of Waldoboro, Maine. This operation was run in an 18’ x 19’ aluminum shed that had no running water or 
sanitary facilities. Water for the hatchery’s operation was piped in from an artesian well overflow 325’ 
from the site. The technology developed at the Susquehanna River Van Dyke Shad Hatchery proved to be 
very sound and reliable and was adopted for use at the Waldoboro Shad Hatchery. The Waldoboro 
Hatchery operated from 1992 to 2001 as a successful operation and during that period, has provided 
16,016,023 fry for distribution by the DMR.
B A S I C  H A T C H E R Y  C U L T U R E  S Y S T E M
Well water to the culture area comes through a raised head tank, a bank of four separate tanks, which 
provides constant low-pressure gravity feed water through a 2” PVC pipe system.
D E T A I L E D  S Y S T E M  I N F O R M A T I O N
Water coming into the building goes through a 50-micron filter and a UV sterilizer before entering the head 
tank. The head tank is built on a shelf close to the ceiling in order to provide water pressure and some 
height for the pipes above the culture tanks. Excess flow to the head tanks is allowed to return to a bio-filter 
recirculation tank where it is mixed with new water coming into the building, heated, aerated, and pumped 
back up into the head tanks. Seven 6’ diameter by 3’ deep fiberglass tanks were constructed locally and 
positioned under the pipe system in a floor plan that allows easy access for culture and cleaning. Plastic 
upwelling incubators sit on tables beside the tanks. Newly hatched fry swim up to the top of the incubators 
and are automatically drained into the fry culture tanks. Shad fry are held in the tanks 10-20 days after 
hatching and need to be fed. Brine shrimp are the main shad fry diet and a system to conveniently feed all 
the tanks is needed. Two fiberglass 125-gallon, conical bottom tanks were set up to provide the hatched 
brine shrimp for the shad fry diet. A 250-gallon fiberglass tank holds a day’s supply of brine shrimp and is 
connected to a system of pipes, valves, and a timer that automatically feeds a plentiful diet of newly 
hatched shrimp over a 22-hour period to all the culture tanks at once. The fiberglass tanks used to culture 
the shad fry are 6’ in diameter, 3’ deep, with a slight slope to the center drain. This drain is a threaded 2” 
fitting that is designed to accept a 2” standpipe, which in turn maintains the tank water level. All water flow 
out of the fry culture tanks is filtered and piped into the outflow end of the head tank bio-filter recirculation 
system. If a water crisis should develop, the larval culture tanks can be put into a temporary recirculation 
loop through the bio-filter tank with no stress to the fish in the tanks.
Tank effluent normally drains to a nearby pond, but the drain arrangement may be changed by opening and 
closing a series o f valves in order to allow fry that are ready to be stocked to drain directly into the stocking 
tank on the bed of a % -ton pickup.
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TANK SPAWNING SETUP
The system consists of one 12’ and two 15’ diameter x 4 ’ deep adult shad holding tanks that gravity drain 
into separate 3’x 3’ x 8’ bio-filter tanks from which treated water is pumped back into the spawning tanks 
at a rate of approximately 30 gallons per minute. Depending on its size, each round spawning tank receives 
5-7.5 gallons per minute of new water. Each bio-filter tank is now fitted with three 3000-watt stainless steel 
immersion heaters, each set of which provides as much heating capacity as a standard 30,000 BTU, 40- 
gallon home hot water heater. The previous use of 4000 watts of immersion heaters was an undersized 
heating capacity for maintaining optimal tank spawning temperatures early in the season. Each bio-filter 
tank has had its degassing capabilities augmented with the addition of aeration towers with extra surface-to- 
water enhancing media.
Because shad eggs sink, the spawning tank has to drain from the center bottom. To accomplish this, an 8” 
plastic collar is placed around the 4” overflow. This collar causes the water to drain from the center bottom 
of the tank, carrying along with it any eggs that naturally drift to the center. Water coming from the 
spawning tank enters the bio-filter tank through a 3” pipe tee that is drilled full of 0.75” holes and acts as a 
muffler in slowing down the water velocity and evenly diffusing water currents. Knitted polyethylene bags 
of 0.5mm mesh are tied onto both legs of the water muffler to collect the eggs released by the adult shad. 
The bags are changed each morning and the collected eggs placed in incubators.
T A N K  S P A W N I N G  S Y S T E M
2001 OPERATION:
The system was operated in the manner described in the 1999 report. The eggs from the tank spawning 
systems were produced without the use of hormones.
QUALITY OF BROODSTOCK:
Broodstock adult shad transported to the hatchery by truck can exhibit obvious braising about the head and 
inside the eyes, as well as severe scale loss. Any incoming shad that exhibit bruising about the head are 
either DOA or die soon after being transferred to the spawning tank. In addition to the braised and 
traumatized shad, there is a significant percentage that are lightly battered and descaled. These shad soon 
become festooned with heavy patches of fungus and eventually die. Careful selection by the transport crew 
of only vigorous and blemish-free fish has shown to have a dramatic positive effect on the overall survival 
of the transported shad.
Having several spawning systems allows a separation of specific river origin shad at the hatchery. This 
enables hatchery personnel to observe a difference in survival rates between the populations and batches 
within a population. In 2001, it was clear that the handling during capture was a major factor in the 
survival one batch of broodstock shad after they are introduced into the hatchery tank spawning systems. 
This example was a group o f 8 5 Saco broodstock delivered to the hatchery on June 19, segregated into their 
own tank, and maintained in an environment similar to all other hatchery broodstock. It was noted at the 
time of delivery that they were in “very poor shape”. These shad experienced 76 mortalities [93.8%] by the 
morning of June 24. This compares to an 87% survival o f Merrimack River shad held and released and an 
overall broodstock survival, to release, of 58.9%.
E G G  V I A B I L I T Y
It has been noticed that some batches o f eggs exhibit low viability due to the presence o f small immature 
eggs. These eggs contribute to nutrient loading and the promotion of fungal growth in the egg incubators, 
which would be lessened if the small eggs were removed. Since 1998, all eggs delivered to or produced at 
the hatchery are sieved on a variety o f mesh sizes. Past investigation has revealed that most eggs <2mm 
are not viable. Generally, only the eggs that are retained on a 2mm screen are selected for incubation.
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ENUMERATION OF CULTURE TANK MORTALITY
During the hatchery season, waste that is routinely siphoned from the bottom of the culture tanks is 
sampled to determine larval mortality after hatching and up to the point of stocking. Individual tanks are 
not cleaned daily. It takes several days for detritus to develop and show on a tank bottom, therefore, the 
cleaning time interval varies from one batch of larvae to the next. When a tank is cleaned, the bottom 
waste is siphoned into several plastic buckets and diluted to 15 liters in each bucket. The contents of a 
bucket are suspended by mixing with an open hand. While a bucket is being mixed, three 10-ml samples 
are removed and emptied into three individual petri dishes. The live and dead larvae are counted 
separately, but both were counted as mortality. An average of the three samples, including both live and 
dead larvae, are determined as larvae mortality per milliliter. The number of mortalities per bucket are 
estimated by multiplying the average of the three samples by 15,000. Finally, total mortality is estimated 
as the sum of the means of all the buckets.
These mortalities were determined for two batches of cultured shad and are listed as “combined 
mortalities” in the data tables.
H A T C H E R Y  P R O D U C T I O N  S U M M A R Y  F O R  2 0 0 1
Waldoboro Hatchery Tank Spawning System:
Merrimack River Shad
A total of 164 Merrimack River shad were delivered to the Waldoboro Shad Hatchery between May 29 and 
June 14. While in the hatchery system the Merrimack fish produced a total of 58.24 liters of eggs, >2mm, 
equaling 3,216,715 eggs with an average viability of 79%, which produced a total of 1,747,540 fry stocked. 
On June 27, 144 Merrimack River shad were released back into the wild. (Table 1.)
Saco River Shad
A total of 248 Saco River shad were delivered to the Waldoboro Shad Hatchery between June 1 and July 6. 
While in the hatchery system the Saco fish produced a total of 9.36 liters of eggs, >2mm, equaling 475,279 
eggs with an average viability of 78.5%. Merrimack River eggs were hatched from incubators M14 (89,231 
eggs @ 91.8% =81,914 fry) and M15 (105,009 eggs (a) 82.7% = 86,842 fry) into Saco fry tank #2 by 
instructions from DMR. This combination produced a total of 546,414 fry stocked. On June 25, 70 Saco 
River shad were released back into the wild. (Table 2.)
The second batch of Saco River fish that were delivered between July 2 and July 6, totaling 58 fish 
produced no viable eggs >2mm. These fish were delivered after the release of the first batch of Saco River 
shad. 31-surviving shad were combined into the Maine Mix on July 19. (Table 3.)
Kennebec, Androscoggin River Shad
A total of 14 shad, 13 Kennebec, and 1 Androscoggin shad were delivered to the Waldoboro Shad Hatchery 
between June 5 and June 17. While in the hatchery system this batch o f shad produced no viable eggs 
>2mm.
Maine Mix (Kennebec, Androscoggin, Saco, Merrimack River Broodstock)
A total of 52 shad, (2 Merrimack, 46 Saco, 4 Kennebec/Androscoggin) were combined into one 15’ tank 
between June 26 and June 29 at the Waldoboro Shad Hatchery. While in the hatchery system the Maine 
mix fish produced a total of 7.84 liters of eggs>2mm equaling 545,659 eggs with an average viability of 
86%, which produced a total of 426,995 fry stocked. On July 26, 76 Maine Mix shad were released back 
into the wild. (Table 4.)
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O f the 426-broodstock shad held in the tank spawning system, 251 shad or 58.9% were released back into 
the wild. 87% of the Merrimack River shad held in the system were released.
Fry Stocking Summary:
The following lists of dates, names, locations and numbers of fry are o f the American Shad fry released 
back into Maine waters in the 2001 season.
StockDate Egg source Receiving site Number released
06/21/01 Saco Saco River/ Bar Mills 313,560
07/02/01 Merrimack Androscoggin River/Lisbon 308,596
07/02/01 Merrimack Kennebec River/Fairfield 400,847
07/03/01 Merrimack Kennebec River/Shawmut 440,647
07/03/01 Merrimack Sebasticook River/Bumham 409,773
07/05/01 Saco Kennebec River/Shawmut 232,854
07/12/01 Merrimack Kennebec River/Shawmut 187,677
07/18/03 Saco/Kennebec/Merrimack mix Sebasticook River/Benton Falls 209,106
07/30/01 Saco/Kennebec/Merrimack mix Kennebec River/Fairfield 134,212
08/03/01 Saco/Kennebec/Merrimack mix Kennebec River/Shawmut 93,676
9/30/03 Saco/Kennebec/Merrimack mix Kennebec River/Augusta 5,496
9/10/01 Saco/Kennebec/Merrimack mix Kennebec River/Hallowell 1,175
Total fry released = 2,730,948 
Total fingerlings released = 6,671 
Total Released 2,737,619
P O N D  C U L T U R E
No shad fry were intentionally stocked into the ponds for rearing. The fall fingerlings produced are the 
result of either fry escaping from the hatchery culture tanks or from live fry caught when waste is removed 
from the bottom of the culture tanks.
The fry culture tanks have a 500-micron nylon screen that fits tightly over the tank standpipe in-order to 
prevent the fry from escaping down the drains. Even so, sometimes, when the standpipe screens are 
changed, a few larvae escape into the drains
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Table 1. Merrimackk River Egg Production
Viability of eggs >2mmi
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Date Source Tank Incubator mis eess eses/10” esss/L Total eees % viability1 # viable
Combined
Mortality Date stk # stocked
6-Jun Merrimackk Merr-1 Ml 3,000 92 55,217 165,651 68 112,477 2-July
7-Jun Merrimackk Merr-1 M2 2,375 90 52,286 124,179 71 88,167 2-July
8-Jun Merrimackk Merr-1 M3 4,300 92 55,217 237,433 69 163,117 . 2-July
9-Jun Merrimackk Merr-1 M4 6,395 92 55,217 353,113 88 310,033 365,198 2-July 308,596
10-Jim Merrimackk Merr-2 M5 1,000 89 50,897 50,897 83 42,194 2-July
11 - Jun Merrimackk Merr-2 M6a 6,000 91 53,724 322,344 93 301,069 2-July
1 l~Jun Merrimackk Merr-2 M6b 2,340 91 53,724 125,714 93 117,417 59,833 2-July 400,847
12-Jun Merrimackk Merr-3 M7 6,690 90 52,286 349,793 87 304,670 3-July
13-Jun Merrimackk Merr-3 M8 3,850 90 52,286 201,301 81 163,054 57,950 3-July 409,774
14-Jun Merrimackk N/A N/A 0 0 0 0 0 0 N/A
15-Jun Merrimackk Merr-4 M9 4,400 92 55,217 242,955 73 177,357 3-July
16-Jun Merrimackk Merr-4 MlOa 2,500 93 57,569 143,923 77 110,820 3-July
16-Jun Merrimackk Men--4 Ml Ob 2,700 93 57,569 155,436 77 119,686 3-July
17-Jun Merrimackk Merr-4 M l! 2,275 92 55,217 125,619 88 110,544 3-July
18-Jun Merrimackk Merr-4 M12 1,800 93 57,569 103,624 48 49,740 3-July
19-Jun Merrimackk Merr-4 M13 1,200 94 60,039 72,047 84 60,519 127,500 3-July 440,647
20-Jun Merrimackk Saco~2 M14 1,550 93 57,569 89,232 92 81,915 5-July Saco #2
21 - Jun Merrimackk Saco-2 M15 1,700 95 61,770 105,009 83 86,842 5-July Saco U2
22-Jun Merrimackk Merr-5 M16 625 96 63,570 39,731 89 35,361 11-July
23-Jun Merrimackk Merr-5 M17 900 95 61,770 55,593 55 30,576 11-July
24-Jun Merrimackk Merr-5 M18 850 92 55,217 46,934 93 43,649 11-July
25-Jun Merrimackk Merr-5 M19 600 89 50,897 30,538 93 28,401 11-July
26-Jun Merrimackk Merr-5 M20 400 96 63,570 25,428 64 16,274 11-July
Table 2. Saco River Egg and Fry Production
1 Viability of eggs >2mm
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5-Jun Saco Saco-S SI 450 84 42,433 19,095 95.3 18,197 21 -Jim
6-Jun Saco Saco-1 S2 750 92 55,217 41,413 83.9 34,745 21-Jun
7-Jun Saco Saco-1 S3 800 90 52,286 41,829 90.0 37,646 21-Jun
8-Juti Saco N/A N/A 0 0 0 0 0 0 N/A
9-Jun Saco Saco-1 S4 2505 89 50,897 104,339 94.5 98,600 21-Jun
10-Jun Saco N/A N/A 0 0 0 0 0 0 N/A
11 -Jun Saco Saco-1 S5 2980 92 55,217 164,547 84.7 139,371 15,000 21-Jun 313,560
12-Jim Saco N/A N/A 0 0 0 0 0 0 N/A
13-Jun Saco N/A N/A 0 0 0 0 0 0 N/A
14-Jun Saco N/A N/A 0 0 0 0 0 0 N/A
15-Jun Saco Saco-2 S6 900 93 57,569 51,812 50.0 25,906 5-Jul
16-Jun Saco Saco-2 S7 150 93 57,569 8,635 55.0 4,750 5-Jul
17-Jim Saco N/A N/A 0 0 0 0 0 0 N/A
18-Jun Saco Saco-2 S8 450 89 50,897 22,904 89.0 20,384 5-Jul
19-Jim Saco N/A N/A 0 0 0 0 0 0 N/A
20-Jun Saco N/A N/A 0 0 0 0 0 0 N/A
21 -Jun Saco Saco-2 S9 375 92 55,217 20,706 63,7 13,190 133 5-Jul 232,854
£"475,280 H®78.5 £=392,790 £ - 5 4 6 ,4 1 4
Table 3. Saco River Egg and Fry Production Batch II
19-Jul Saco Adults added to Maine Mix Adult Tank
- Combined
Date Source Tank Incubator mis eeas eggs/10” eass/L Total eaes % viable # viable mortality Date stk # stocked
6-Jul Saco N/A N/A 48 99 69,404 3,331 0 0 N/A N/A N/A
6-Jul Saco N/A N/A 225 <2mm 150,000 33,750 0 0 N/A N/A N/A
7-Jul Saco N/A N/A 160 <2mm 150,000 24,000 0 0 N/A N/A N/A
7-Jul Saco N/A N/A day eggs n o <2mm 150,000 16,500 0 0 N/A N/A N/A
8-Ju3 Saco N/A N/A 76 <2mm 150,000 11,400 0 0 N/A N/A N/A
9-Jui Saco N/A N/A 190 <2mm 150,000 28,500 0 0 N/A N/A N/A
10~Jul Saco N/A N/A 160 <2mm 150,000 24,000 0 0 N/A N/A N/A
10-Jul Saco N/A N/A day eggs 175 <2 mm 150,000 26,250 0 0 N/A N/A N/A
11-Jul Saco N/A N/A 0 0 0 0 0 0 N/A N/A N/A
12~Ju3 Saco N/A N/A 0 0 0 0 0 0 N/A N/A N/A
13-Jul Saco N/A N/A 75 <2mm 150,000 11,250 0 0 N/A N/A N/A
14-JuI Saco N/A N/A 210 <2 mm 150,000 31,500 0 0 N/A N/A N/A
15-Jul Saco N/A N/A day eggs 175 <2mm 150,000 26,250 0 0 N/A N/A N/A
3 6-Jul Saco N/A N/A 145 <2mm 150,000 21,750 0 0 N/A N/A N/A
17-Ju3 Saco N/A N/A 95 <2mm 150,000 14,250 0 0 N/A N/A N/A
18-Jul Saco N/A N/A 40 <2mm 150,000 6,000 0 0 N/A N/A N/A
19-Jul Saco N/A N/A 0 0 0 0
1=278,731
0 0 N/A N/A N/A
Table 4. Maine Mix Egg Production
1-Jul SKM MM 1 MM 1 1,000 96 63,570 63,570 72 45,770 18-July
2-Jul SKM MM 1 M M 2 1,250 99 69,404 86,755 81 70,272 18-July
3-JuI SKM MM 1 MM3 695 98 66,896 46,493 92 42,773 18-July
4-JuI SKM MM 1 MM 4 250 92 55,217 13,804 79 10,905 18-July
5-Jul SKM MM 1 MM 5 750 98 66,896 50,172 86 43,148 3,761 3 8-July 209,106
6~Jul SKM N/A N/A 0 0 0 0 0 0 N/A N/A
7-Jul SKM N/A N/A 0 0 0 0 o' 0 N/A N/A
8-Jul SKM M M 2 MM 6 450 102 75,976 34,189 87 29,744 37,102
9-Ju! SKM N/A N/A 0 0 0 0 0 0 N/A N/A
10-Jul SKM N/A N/A 0 0 0 0 0 0 N/A N/A
11-JuI SKM MM2 MM7 450 104 80,823 36,370 78 28,223 37,102
12-Jul SKM MM2 MM 8 1,150 99 69,404 79,815 88 70,237 37,102
13-Jui SKM N/A N/A 0 0 0 0 0 0 N/A N/A
14-JuI SKM N/A N/A 0 0 0 0 0 0 N/A N/A
15-Jul SKM MM2 MM9 290 102 75,967 22,033 93 20,447 14,438 30-July 134,212
16-Jul SKM N/A N/A 0 0 0 0 0 0 N/A N/A
17-Jul SKM MM3 MM10 390 104 80,823 31,521 85 26,793 3-Aug
18-JuI SKM MM3 MM11 775 100 71,507 55,418 92 50,984 3-Aug N/A
19-Jul SKM N/A N/A 0 0 0 0 0 0
20-Jul SKM N/A N/A 0 0 0 0 0 0
21-Jul SKM N/A N/A 0 0 0 0 0 0
22-Jul SKM MM3 MM12 390 97 65,436 25,520 96 24,499 8,599 Aug 3 93,677
23-Jul SKM N/A N/A 0 0 0 0 0 0
24-Jul SKM N/A N/A 0 0 0 0 0 0
25-Jul SKM N/A N/A 0 0 0 0 0 0
! SKM=Saco, Kennebec, and Merrimackk mix 
2 Viability of eggs >2mm
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